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The Personnel of The Theban ramesseum 
in The memPhiTe necroPolis1
Nico StariNg
Abstract
The structure of the new Kingdom necropolis at saqqara and the distribution of individual tombs 
therein have been the subject of a number of studies. it has been suggested that the location of some 
tombs depended on family relations and professional association. in the area south of the unas cause-
way, a notable clustering of tombs constructed for the higher administrative personnel of the Theban 
ramesseum can be observed. The title holders include the (Great) overseers of cattle, overseers of the 
Treasury, and (chief) stewards. This paper presents an overview of the archaeological and textual 
sources from saqqara pertaining to these officials; it aims to present a prosopography of the memphite 
officials who held office at the ramesseum, and to address the question why these officials were buried 
not in the Theban necropolis, but at memphis.
I. Introduction
in march 1859, Théodule Devéria, who worked as an assistant to auguste mariette, the newly 
appointed director of egypt’s antiquities service, took a photograph of a doorway in 
the superstructure of the now-lost tomb of Ptahemwia at saqqara.2 The tomb is probably located 
in the new Kingdom necropolis due south of the unas causeway, in the area between the tombs 
of Ptahmose and maya (see fig. 1). The inscriptions visible on the door jambs enable one to 
identify Ptahemwia as the early nineteenth Dynasty ‘Great overseer of cattle’ and ‘overseer of 
the Treasury of the ramesseum’. interestingly, he was not the only high-ranking official of the 
ramesseum who built his tomb in this part of the necropolis. The presence of the officials’ 
tombs at saqqara has been previously noted,3 but their distribution and the rationale behind their 
presence has not been hitherto addressed. This article aims to present a prosopography of the 
memphite officials who held office at the ramesseum, and address the question why these offi-
cials were buried not in the Theban necropolis, but at memphis.
The study necessarily touches on issues related to the administration of ramesses ii’s 
 Theban memorial temple. The primary data, however, are not administrative documents, but 
the officials’ titles recorded on the tomb walls and additional funerary objects. by their very 
nature, these data provide us with limited information about what exactly the officials did or 
what their positions in the hierarchy were.4 The main aim of this paper is not to study the 
administration of the temple per se, but to understand why its adminstrators were buried at 
1 PhD candidate, macquarie university (sydney, australia). i would like to thank a/Prof. boyo ockinga and 
Dr robert Demarée for valuable feedback on an earlier draft of this article.
2 staring, forthcoming.
3 myśliwiec 1978, 145; berlandini 1979, 260–2; Van Dijk 1988, 39; nelson 1999, 59.
4 for the problem, see e.g. Gnirs 1996, 5; murnane 1997, 251; raedler 2004, 279–81; haring 2013, 610.
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saqqara. The officials’ full titulary reveals their professional background, and a study of the 
prosopographical data with a comparison to other title-holders at saqqara and elsewhere 
(mainly at Thebes) provide us with information about the composition and status of the mem-
phite necropolis.
This study starts with an overview of the data pertaining to Ptahemwia, and an account of 
the titles he held in the course of his career. This is followed by paragraphs on the holders 
of the other high offices in the ramesseum who were buried at saqqara. These offices are: 
the (Great) overseer of cattle, the overseer of the Treasury, and the (chief) steward of the 
ramesseum.
an overview of the officials’ titulary is provided in tables 2–5. The titles are divided into 
six groups: [a] related to the king, royal court, and government (incl. honorific); [b] General 
administration; [c] scribal; [D] Public works, crafts; [e] sacerdotal; [f] military.5
II. Ptahemwia: Great Overseer of Cattle and Overseer of the Treasury of the Ramesseum
a number of objects and architectural elements pertaining to Ptahemwia provide us with 
information about his career. These are the stone elements in the doorway of his lost tomb 
photographed by Devéria in 1859, an “unidentified object” copied by mariette at saqqara in 
1859, the pyramidion found at saqqara in march 1860 (cairo, egyptian museum cG 17109), 
and a statue excavated by flinders Petrie in the temple of osiris at abydos in 1902 (edin-
burgh, national museums scotland a.1902.306.10). The titles recorded on these objects are 
listed in table 1.6
table 1. – Overview of the titles held by Ptahemwia








ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr m tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w
ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w m t[Ꜣ] ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w
ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w nb tꜢ.wy
Treasury
ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ nbw n.y tꜢ ḥw.t n.yt ḥḥ.w rnp.wt n.y nsw.t bἰ.ty Wsr-mꜢ
ꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w m Ἰnb-ḥḏ
5 The subsivision used in relation to this study follws that of martin 2012, 60–2.
6 The objects are presented and discussed in: staring, forthcoming. i thank Dr. stéphane Pasquali for the correct 
find date of the pyramidion.
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C. Scribal
sš nsw
sš nsw ḥtp.w-nṯr n.y nṯr.w nb.w
sš nsw ḥtp.w-nṯr n.y nṯr.w nb.w Šmꜥ.w TꜢ-mḥ.w
none of the objects pertaining to Ptahemwia provide us with a year-date. Therefore, it is 
not clear in what order the titles were held, what the length of his career might have been, and 
exactly how he fits in the succession of officials bearing the same titles. nevertheless, the 
official’s career can be at least broadly reconstructed from the titles he has held.
Ptahemwia’s administrative positions are particularly high-ranking, and therefore, his 
scribal titles mark his early career. Ptahemwia was educated as a royal scribe and this even-
tually provided him access to the (higher echelons of the) state administration.7 The title 
‘royal scribe of the God’s offerings of all gods (of upper and lower egypt)’ indicates he 
was employed in the Treasury. The element sš nsw marks an ‘honorific rank’ among holders 
of the same title of office, which suggests that Ptahemwia held the highest position among an 
unspecified number of “common” scribes of the God’s offerings.8 in the temple administra-
tion, the term ḥtp(.w)-nṯr, ‘god’s offering(s)’, refer(s) to a temple’s estate and resources, such 
as fields, gardens, cattle, personnel, granaries, and workshops.9 The scribes of the god’s offer-
ings administered the items brought into the temple.10 They are found in every egyptian 
temple and each individual scribe was normally appointed at one institution. in a more 
advanced stage of their careers, the title-holders are known to have held high positions in 
various divisions of the state administration.11 menkheperra-seneb (TT 79), for example, held 
office as overseer of the Double Granary of upper and lower egypt,12 and rekhmira (TT 
100) became Vizier.13 The indirect genitive construction in the two scribal titles held by Pta-
hemwia indicates that his responsibilities were not limited to one specific temple. instead, he 
administered the god’s offerings of all gods of upper and lower egypt. This suggests an 
appointment in the state administration, and more specifically the state Treasury.
The next step in his career is marked by the title overseer of cattle. The cattle were 
included in the God’s offerings, and thus Ptahemwia’s early career path logically explains his 
appointment in this office with administrative responsibilities. in a few instances, the title 
overseer of cattle is expanded with the adjective wr, “Great/chief”. it is doubtful whether 
the addition signifies an elevated rank;14 its introduction might be related to his appointment 
as overseer of cattle in the ramesseum.
7 Van Dijk 1997, 54.
8 cf. onasch 1998, 331–43; binder 2010, 2.
9 haring 2013, 616. haring 2007, 165. 
10 haring 1997, 230–1; id. 2013, 616.
11 eichler 2000, 165–7.
12 eighteenth Dynasty, temp. Thutmose iii–amenhotep ii: Pm i.1/2, 156–7; Urk. iV, 1178.11, 1205.10; 
bohleke 1991, 154–64; eichler 2000, 166, cat. 264.
13 for example rekhmire (TT 100, eighteenth Dynasty, temp. Thutmose iii-amenhotep ii): Pm i.1/2, 206–14; 
eichler 2000, 166, cat. 409. rekhmire was inter alia overseer of the Treasury of silver and Gold. his son, 
menkheperre-seneb, was sš ḥtp(.w)-nṯr tp.y n.y Ἰmn.w, first scribe of the God’s offerings of amun. in the tomb of 
his father, he is depicted while performing his duties as sš ḥtp(.w)-nṯr: administering the produce from bakeries and 
breweries (Davies 1943, 39, pl. 38; eichler 2000, cat. 262).
14 The form was introduced early in the nineteenth Dynasty (see below), and it can also be observed in the titu-
lary of other officials, such as the mayors of memphis: ḥꜢ.ty-ꜥ.w wr m Mn-nƒr (staring 2015).
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finally, and possibly for a short period of time, Ptahemwia held the office of overseer of 
the Treasury of the ramesseum.
Ptahemwia’s appointment in the ramesseum should probably be dated early in the reign of 
ramesses ii. Tomb architecture and iconography support a date within the first two decades 
of ramesses ii (c. 1279–1213 bc).15 as a result, his early career will have started during the 
reign of seti i (c. 1288–1279 bc). The course of his career is intimately linked to the careers 
of other officials. as will be outlined below, the data available for these officials is often frag-
mentary as well. however, the drawing together of these fragmentary data may prove to fill 
some of the gaps, which eventually results in a secure succession of officials within the various 
departments. it may also reveal possible changes and developments within the administration.
III. Overseers of Cattle (of Amun)
in egypt, livestock and cattle represented an important part of the (temple) economy.16 
Temple herds met the high demands of meat required for festivals and the daily offering-cults. 
The ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w, overseer of cattle, was the highest ranking official in the cattle administra-
tion.17 he was also responsible for the domains producing fodder for the animals.18
in the temple of amun at Karnak, the title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w identified the highest 
ranking official within the cattle administration.19 no less than 27 such officials dateable to 
the eighteenth Dynasty are identified by eichler.20
in relation to the Theban royal memorial temples, haring (1997, 229) observes that the 
overseer of cattle, unlike his deputies and attendants, is not attested in the administrative 
papyri and ostraca from western Thebes. This indicates that the overseers were active on a 
higher level.
III.1 Prosopography: Overseers of Cattle (of Amun) (table 2)
This paragraph provides a chronological overview of the officials who held office as over-
seer of cattle (of amun), and who constructed their tombs at saqqara.21
1. hatiay
The round-topped stela of hatiay (florence, museo archeologico 2593) was excavated at 
saqqara by G. Di nizzoli.22 The tomb’s location was not recorded. in the lower register of the 
15 for the chronology of the new Kingdom, and the absolute dates used in relation to this study, see: Gautschy 
2014, table 8 (P11).
16 Ghoneim 1977, 242.
17 see helck 1958, 171–9.
18 Wilbour Papyrus, Texts a and b, see haring 1997, 377.
19 eichler 2000, 78.
20 eichler 2000, 83–4, table 3.
21 a block inscribed with the title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w, without the name of the title holder, was found by Quibell (1912, 
26, no. [1895]) in the ruins of the monastery of apa jeremias. The block may have belonged to the tomb of one of 
the officials listed in this section.
22 limestone, 81 × 47 cm (ex-coll. Di nizzoli, 1824): Pm Viii/4, 84–5 (803–048–959); Di nizzoli 1880, 371; 
bosticco 1965, 43–4, fig. 36; eichler 2000, 303, cat. 413; Étienne 2009, 187, cat. 168. hatiay is not accompanied 
by his wife, who thus remains anonymous.
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stela, the tomb owner is represented kneeling before a tree goddess. his ba is depicted as a 
human-headed bird standing atop (the façade of) his tomb chapel. a secure pre-amarna date 
is provided by the consistent erasure of the amun-element in the owner’s titles.23
2. iniuia
iniuia’s tomb was excavated by the ees/leiden archaeological mission in 1993. it is 
located immediately due south of the second courtyard of General horemheb’s tomb.24 iniuia 
probably started his career during the early reign of Tutankhamun or the later years of akhen-
aten.25 as a scribe of the Treasury of silver and Gold of the lord of the Two lands (lTl), 
he may have been a member of staff in the Treasury led by maya, who was buried nearby.26 
at a later stage of his career, iniuia was promoted to become the overseer of cattle of 
amun.27 During the reign of Tutankhamun or ay/horemheb, he held office as chief steward 
of/in memphis. in that office, he succeeded ipy, the son of amenhotep huy.28
3. Pay
Pay succeeded iniuia when the latter became the chief steward in memphis.29 Pay’s tomb 
was rediscovered in 1975 by the ees/leiden archaeological mission, and it was excavated in 
1993–4.30 Pay spent much of his career in the royal harim. he was overseer of the royal 
apartments and overseer of the royal harim in memphis. his title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰp.t nsw m grg-
WꜢs.t, overseer of the King’s Private apartments in “restorer of Thebes”, an epithet of 
Tutankhamun, serves as a terminus a quo.31 The title overseer of cattle of amun occurs 
twice in his tomb, where it concludes the sequence of harim-related titles.32 Pay died possibly 
towards the end of the reign of Tutankhamun, or early in the reign of horemheb.33
4. Djehuty
stela leiden aP 56 depicts Djehuty with his wife Tuy, the songstress of amun.34 in 
the lower register, Djehuty and his wife are represented seated while the ‘lector Priest 
23 it also indicates that the stela was visible and accessible when the erasures were made.
24 schneider 2012.
25 schneider 2012, 119–22.
26 his sons ramose and Penanhori also worked as scribes of the Treasury: in the temple of the aten in mem-
phis. at the time, mery-neith, whose tomb is located in close proximity to that of iniuia, served as the temple’s 
steward and Greatest of seers (high Priest).
27 one tomb-scene depicts iniuia in the capacity of overseer of cattle. he supervises the cattle being herded by 
several attendants (schneider 2012, 88–90, scene 21a–d, figs iii.36a–d, pls x–xi).
28 Pm iii/2, 704. for ipy, see most recently: Pasquali and Gessler-löhr 2011. according to Gessler-löhr, ipy 
died during the reign of horemheb (Pasquali and Gessler-löhr 2011, 288 with n. 35).
29 raven 2005, 5; Van Dijk 1995, 19.
30 The tomb may have been visited first by the agents of G. d’anastasi. a stela from his collection (gathered in 
the 1820s) was acquired by the british museum in 1845 (inv. no. ea 156: raven 2005, 1).
31 cf. also the ḥw.t Nb-ḫpr.w-Rꜥ.w mr.y Ἰmn.w grg WꜢs.t, constructed within the Karnak temple enclosure.
32 raven 2005, scene [26] and stela [70].
33 raven 2005, 4. Pay’s four sons are: nebra/neb-imentet, sš pr.w-ḥḏ n.y nb tꜢ.wy; meh, sš pr.w-ḥḏ n.y pr.w-
Ptḥ; hatiay, ḥr.y-ἰḥ.w; and raia/ramses, ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰp.t-nsw n.y Mn-nƒr, ἰr.y-pḏ.t n.y nb tꜢ.wy, ṯꜢy-ḫw ḥr wnm.y (n.y) 
nsw, etc.
34 ex-coll. d’anastasi, 1828: boeser 1913, 11, no. 40, pl. 22; affara 2010, 147–57.
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Ptahab35 of his lord Djehuty’ presents them with a libation and incense, possibly in the 
absence of a male heir. a group of children who are designated as nꜢ ms.w n.y pr=s, 
‘the children of her (i.e. Tuy’s) house’, are positioned standing behind Ptahab. Their designa-
tion implies that they are not the couple’s biological children, but that they were adopted.36 
The girls maiamen (MꜥἰꜢ-mn, ‘maya remains’)37 and Tjauenmaia (ṮꜢw-n-mꜥἰꜢ, ‘breath of 
maya’) have been identified as the children of maya and meryt. The girls were depicted at 
least once in their parents’ tomb.38 The date of maya’s funeral, Year 9 of Pharaoh horemheb,39 
serves as a terminus post quem for the stela of Djehuty, who may have held office into the 
reign of seti i.40
5. minmose
The wooden stela of minmose (berlin, Äm 822) was excavated by G. Passalacqua ‘at 
memphis’.41 The stela identifies him only as overseer of cattle of amun. his wife, the lady 
of the house, mia, his daughter, and other relatives (no son) are also represented. The inscrip-
tions are coloured yellow and parallels for this use at saqqara date to the early nineteenth 
Dynasty, temp. seti i.42
6. Pyiay
Two adjoining limestone blocks with decoration executed in raised relief, inscribed for a 
man named Pyiay, were found by the ees/leiden expedition in shaft f outside the north-west 
corner of the tomb of Paser, the overseer of builders of the lTl.43 Pyiay is depicted with his 
hands raised in a gesture of adoration, standing (?) before two seated deities (including the 
goddess maat). The incised inscription mentions his titles: overseer of cattle and royal 
scribe of the Treasury of the lTl.44 martin dates the block to the late eighteenth to early 
nineteenth Dynasty.45
35 PN i, 138.10: Ptḥ-Ꜣb or Ꜣb-Ptḥ. note that in the transcription, affara mistakes Gardiner sign-list r15, , for
a28, .
36 franke 1983, 265 n. 2; Van Dijk 2012, 64–5.
37 The name is written as MꜥἰꜢ-mn.tἰ, with the sign , (u 32) misinterpreted as , t (u 33) and expanded with , ἰ 
(m 17): Van Dijk 1993, “additions and corrections”, <http://www.jacobusvandijk.nl/docs/maya_chapter.pdf> 
accessed 20.10.2014.
38 see martin 2012, scene 36, pl. 31: inner court, south end of east wall, upper register: only the ‘label’ bearing 
maya-menti is preserved.
39 Van Dijk 1990, 26.
40 Year 14 is the highest recorded regnal year of horemheb (on wine jar labels from KV 57: Van Dijk 2008, 
193–200); Year 2 is the highest recorded regnal year of ramesses i (stela louvre c 57: Pm Vii, 130; KRI i, 2.9; 
Zivie 1984, col. 104). see also Gautschy 2014, 147, table 5.
41 ex-coll. Passalacqua: Passalacqua 1826, 70–1, no. 1401 (from memphis); erman 1899, 159 (“Grabtafel”); 
roeder 1924, 99; Pm iii/2, 734 (as eighteenth Dynasty, “unidentified in east berlin or lost”).
42 for example stela Vienna, Kunsthistorisches museum aes 178 of amenhotep huy, scribe of the offering 
Table of the lTl, early nineteenth Dynasty, temp. seti i: hölzl 2007, 106–7.
43 ees/leiden excavation: martin 1985, 16–17 [iv; v], pl. 26; limestone, 18 × 80 × 9/13 cm. martin (1985, 16 
n. 6) adds that a shabti of a scribe named Pyiay was found in shaft b of the tomb complex of Tia in 1983.
44 martin 1985, 16 [iv], reads: ‘the royal scribe, [overseer] of the treasury of the lord of the Two lands’. note, 
however, that the pr-sign nearly touches the column divider, which means there is no place for the ἰm.y-rꜢ-sign 
(Gardiner sign-list f20) to reconstruct ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w, ‘steward’.
45 compare to a jamb fragment (berlin Äm 2087) from the tomb of huy, army scribe of the lTl (lepsius 
tomb ls 12 = Quibell s 2735; Teti Pyramid north): lD, Text i, 161; Wenig 1974, 239–40, Doc. 1, pl. 32a; martin 
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7. iuy
a fragment of a limestone block with decoration in sunk relief held in the Pushkin state 
museum of fine arts, moscow (inv. no. i.1.a.5637 [4124]) is inscribed for the overseer of 
cattle of amun, named iuy.46 The block depicts a funerary scene and is doubtlessly of mem-
phite origin. on stylistic grounds, the block has been dated to the early nineteenth 
Dynasty.47
8. Ptahmose
a fragment of a block statue (cairo cG 642) inscribed for Ptahmose, the overseer of cattle 
of amun, was found “south of the pyramid of unas”.48 other titles inscribed on this statue 
include: royal scribe [of] the lTl and royal scribe of the Treasury. Kitchen tentatively 
attributes this statue to the homonymous mayor of memphis,49 an identification that has been 
convincingly rejected by bohleke.50 according to borchardt (1925, 188) and málek (1987, 
122), the statue was originally positioned in the owner’s tomb. schulz (1992, i, 199 n. 2), on 
the other hand, suggests that this statue had originally been set up in the serapeum.51 on sty-
listic grounds, she dates the statue to the early nineteenth Dynasty, temp. ramesses ii,52 and 
follows helck in considering the possibility that Ptahmose was the father of his namesake, the 
overseer of the Double Granary of the lTl.53 This view was rejected by bohleke, who points 
to the fact that the texts copied by borchardt do not mention the granary at all.54 instead, all 
titles should be considered as those of the statue’s owner, the overseer of cattle, Ptahmose.
Three more objects can be added to the corpus of objects pertaining to Ptahmose:
1987, 10, no. 10, pl. 4. huy has been dated to the late eighteenth Dynasty, temp. ay–horemheb. for the location 
of his tomb and additional tomb-elements found recently during excavation, see ockinga 2012, 374–7, fig. 1.
46 75.5 × 69 cm; ex-coll. Vladimir Golenischev: hodjash and berlev 1982, 122–3, no. 70, fig. 70. Golenischev 
started collecting egyptian antiquities in the early 1870s, and sold them in 1908. little information was recorded on 
the objects’ provenance, or the circumstances under which they were acquired.
47 Gessler-löhr (quoted as personal communication in eichler 2000, 86 n. 390) also opts for the possibility that 
the relief dates to the late eighteenth Dynasty.
48 statue cairo cG 642 (= je 27961), limestone, h: 45 cm; acquisition details unknown: borchardt 1925, 188; 
Pm iii/2, 667; KRI 172–3.
49 KRI iii, 172–3 (as “not certain”).
50 bohleke 1991, 313–16.
51 she mistakes the find-spot of this statue with that of je 41532, which is a dyad representing the mayor of 
memphis, Ptahmose, and his wife inehyt. The dyad was found in the ruins of the jeremias monastery: Quibell 
1912, 146, pl. 86.1–2; staring 2014, ii.5.
52 schulz 1992, i, 199 n. 1.
53 helck 1958, 504, no. 19: attested by a shabti (cG 46546 = je 1251: newberry 1937–57, 20–1: overseer of 
the Double Granary) found at mit rahîna, 1858, and a stela (london, british museum ea 642: budge 1909, 178, 
no. 642: “found near the pyramids of Gîzah”). according to bohleke (1991, 314), the shabti was found by 
maspero. however, maspero, who was born in 1846, visited egypt for the first time in 1880 (Dawson, uphill, and 
bierbrier 2012, 359–61). instead, the shabti was probably found by mariette, who worked at mit rahineh during 
the years 1858–63 (jeffreys 2010, 184–5). bm “stela” no. 642 actually has inv. no. ea 160 (ex-coll. salt, 1835: 
HTMB 10, 9–10, pls 4–5; málek 1981, 156–7), and it is not a stela, but a relief block. The provenance “Gîzah” is 
an error (see málek 1981, 156–7). The block is of late eighteenth Dynasty date and is inscribed for Ptahmose, the 
overseer of the royal harim. Tomb-elements pertaining to this man are: a relief block held in a private collection 
in australia (on display in the ancient Times house, melbourne); relief block cairo je 90221; stela new York, 
mma 67.3; and stela Vatican, museo Gregoriano egizio 251.
54 bohleke 1991, 313–16.
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1. When john Gardner Wilkinson (1797–1875) visited saqqara in 1856,55 he noted ‘… 
 blocks, including opening-of-the-mouth-ceremony for Ptaḥmosi , overseer of the 
cattle of amūn, one with Ptaḥ and sekhmet, and another with priests dragging sledge 
with chest with four sons of horus’, of ramesside date.56 it is not clear exactly where at 
saqqara he recorded the blocks, nor do we know their present location.
2. a block depicting a djed pillar surmounted by two ba birds. The remains of a representa-
tion of osiris are visible to the right, and on the left-hand side, the tomb owner is depicted 
standing with his hands raised in a gesture of adoration, facing left.57 a text column of 
incised hieroglyphs identifies him as the ḥs.y ꜥꜢ n.y nṯr nƒr mrr.ty n.y nb tꜢ.wy ἰm.y-rꜢ 
ἰḥ.w Ptḥ-ms mꜢꜥ-ḫrw m ḥtp, ‘one greatly praised by the Perfect God (i.e. the King), 
beloved of the lTl, overseer of cattle, Ptahmose, true of voice in peace’. The block’s 
present location is unknown.
3. Three fragments of a block inscribed for Ptahmose were found near the tomb of Gener-
alissimo horemheb in 1981 by the ees/leiden expedition.58 Part of a column of text 
mentions the ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w Ptḥ-ms, ‘overseer of cattle Ptahmose’.
9. meryty
The Great overseer of cattle, meryty, is depicted on the stela (london, bm ea 183) dedi-
cated by the wife of the Vizier of the north, (Pa-)rahotep, named heli, songstress of hathor 
the lady of the southern sycamore.59 in the upper register, four men are represented standing 
with their hands raised in adoration before osiris and hathor, ‘lady of the southern syca-
more, mistress of the West’. They are from left to right: the high Priest of Ptah, Pahemneter 
(the father of Vizier (Pa-)rahotep), the high Priest of Ptah, Dedia, the Vizier of the north 
(Pa-)rahotep, and meryty. Pahemneter and Dedia both held office during the reign of seti i60 
and (Pa-)rahotep was Vizier from the second to the sixth decade of ramesses ii.
although the provenance and acquisition details of this stela are unknown, a memphite 
origin is quite likely. The men depicted in the upper register all held office at memphis and 
the epithet of hathor refers to her typical memphite form. meryty’s relationship to (Pa-)
rahotep is not made explicit. in light of the other individuals represented on the stela, 
one may assume that they were family. The question is whether meryty was of the same 
55 on the occasion of his last visit to egypt in 1855–6: Dawson, uphill, and bierbrier 2012, 579–80.
56 Pm iii/2, 763: Wilkinson mss. xiii. 25–6. The description of priests dragging a sledge with a canopic chest 
containing the four sons of horus is reminiscent of the representations on two other relief-decorated blocks 
from saqqara. The blocks of late eighteenth Dynasty date in the museum august-Kestner, hannover (inv. 
no. 1935.200.192), and the Pushkin-museum, moscow (inv. no. i.1.a.5638 [4117]), depict the funeral procession 
(in two registers) of an anonymous official. The block in hannover depicts the anthropoid coffin being dragged on 
a sledge, and the moscow block represents the transportation of the sarcophagus. The two blocks do not join 
directly. as loeben points out, the block depicting the transport of the canopic chest is missing. for the two blocks, 
see: loeben 2007, 88–9, cat. 82.
57 berlandini 1988, pl. 2a (her source: archives photographiques du service des antiquités de l’Égypte); Van 
Dijk 1993, 161, with fig. 27. for the ba birds positioned atop a djed pillar, see also the naophorous statue of raia, 
head of the bakery of Ptah (leiden asT 11, nineteenth Dynasty, temp. seti i to ramesses ii: boeser 1912, 11–12, 
no. 26, pl. 12; Van Dijk 1993, fig. 20; martin 2009, 145–9, pl. 17).
58 Van Dijk 1993, 161 n 24; martin 1985, 17 [ix], pl. 26: “uncontexted surface find”, 19 × 42.5 × 14 cm.
59 helck 1958, 176 n. 1; HTBM 9, 19–20, pl. 15; KRI iii, 56–7 (as: “memphis ??”); raue 1998, no. 9; 
 raedler 2004, 358, Q_5.9 (with further bibliographic references); Id. 2011, 137 n. 14. 
60 raedler 2011, 137–9, table 1.
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generation as either Pahemneter (temp. seti i) or (Pa-)rahotep (second to sixth decade 
ramesses ii). The epithet mꜢꜥ-ḫrw m ḥtp, which was added to the names of all individuals, 
except for (Pa-)rahotep and heli (who were only mꜢꜥ(.t)-ḫrw), possibly indicates that heli 
dedicated the stela to her husband’s deceased family members. The title held by meryty also 
suggests a date early in the nineteenth Dynasty. as will be indicated below, the overseers of 
cattle at memphis who held office during the reign of ramesses ii all held the additional title 
overseer of cattle in the ramesseum. meryty only bears the title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr n.w Ἰmn.w. 
While the wr-element points to a ramesside date,61 the absence of a reference to the rames-
seum may indicate he held office before ramesses ii ascended the throne.62
10. Tia 
Tia was the brother-in-law of ramesses ii and his tomb constructed of limestone blocks is 
located at saqqara, wedged between the funerary monuments of maya and horemheb. little 
is known of Tia’s early career. he married the daughter of Pharaoh seti i which, as Van Dijk 
(1993, 91) points out, was a non-royal marriage at the time. a stela fragment of unknown 
provenance (chicago oim 10507), but probably dedicated at the temple of seti i at abydos, 
may hold the earliest reference to this official.63 it depicts Tia, bearing the title of royal 
scribe, standing behind amunwahsu, who held office as scribe of the offering Table of the 
lTl. amunwahsu might have been Tia’s colleague or superior in rank.64 both men are stand-
ing before seti i and his son, crown prince ramesses (ii). holders of the title sš nsw wdḥ.w 
later in their careers made it to the upper echelons of state administration, including the cattle 
administration and the treasury.65 The scribe of the offering Table and the scribe of the 
God’s offerings were professionally closely associated.66 if indeed Tia was a colleague of 
amunwahsu, one may postulate that Tia pursued a career path similar to that of Ptahemwia. 
The first significant office Tia held may have been that of overseer of cattle during the reign 
of seti i.
11. Ptahemwia
Ptahemwia probably succeeded Tia in this office. as indicated above and further outlined 
below, the careers of both men were synchronous. Tia usually acted as Ptahemwia’s superior 
in rank and predecessor in office. The office of overseer of cattle became vacant when Tia 
was promoted. There are two options for the occasion: (1) when Tia became the overseer of 
the Treasury of the ramesseum at the very beginning of ramesses ii’s reign; and (2) when 
Tia became the overseer of the Treasury of the lTl after Year 16 of ramesses ii. The avail-
able data point to the latter option as the most likely occasion. Tia’s shabtis are inscribed with 
61 The same can be observed in the title (Great) mayor of memphis: staring 2015.
62 if meryty had held the title overseer of cattle in the ramesseum, it would have certainly been recorded. 
compare to the stela of Pahemneter from sedment, depicting Yupa in his capacity of steward of the ramesseum 
(Petrie and brunton 1924, pl. 68).
63 martin 1987, 30–1, no. 74, pl. 27 (as “possibly saqqara”); Van Dijk 1993, 85–8 (as “abydos”); martin 
1997, 47–8; Teeter 2003, 56–7, no. 25. Teeter rejects Van Dijk’s suggestion that this is the same Tia as the saqqara 
tomb owner: Teeter 2003b, 152.
64 Van Dijk 1997, 86. according to Dodson and hilton (2004, 170), amenwahsu was Tia’s father.
65 binder 2010, 1–13.
66 binder 2010, 6.
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the titles ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w67 and ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ.68 This may suggest that he was succeeded as 





The earliest overseer of cattle of amun who constructed a tomb at saqqara dates to the 
late eighteenth Dynasty. This need not necessarily indicate that no such official was active at 
memphis before that date, as comparatively few data are available for saqqara during the pre-
amarna period. The titles held by the overseers of cattle up to the reign of ramesses ii 
(table 2, nos 1–9) highlight two points of interest:
1. The titles related to the officials’ early careers (if indeed recorded) indicate that they 
started as treasury scribes;
2. for most officials, the title overseer of cattle marked the pinnacle of their careers. only 
iniuia attained a more elevated position as chief steward of memphis.
The indirect genitive construction associates the title-holders with the god amun.69 This 
raises the question why the overseers of cattle of this Theban deity resided at memphis. and 
what (if any) was their connection with the temple of amun at Karnak?
The relation between amun and his cattle in the north of the country has been touched 
upon by various scholars. eichler (2000, 85) notes that the father of the Vizier ramose (TT 
55), heby (temp. amenhotep iii), held office as ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w ἰm.yw spꜢ.wt 
TꜢ-Mḥ.w.70 While she concludes that at least from the second half of the eighteenth Dynasty 
onwards the cattle of amun were held in the north, she also notes that it is uncertain why it 
is the only attestation of the title. she also argues that iniuia administered the herds of the 
temple of amun in the north of the country because he held office as chief steward of 
memphis,71 even though these offices represent different stages of his career. she leaves it 
undecided whether the herds belonged to the temple of amun at Karnak, or to a local temple 
of amun in memphis. schneider similarly suggests that this official was responsible for the 
herds that belonged to (all) the temples of amun, and notes that in view of iniuia’s post at 
memphis, the herds must have been grazing in the Delta.72 according to affara (2010, 147), 
‘... The existence of the title “overseer of the cattle of Amun” in Saqqara nobles’ tombs 
67 raven et al. 2011, 184–5, cat. 317a, c.
68 raven et al. 2011, cat. 316a–b.
69 note that the element “of amun” is not recorded for all officials listed. Tia (no. 10) and Paraemheb (no. 12) 
held the title overseer of cattle both with and without the element “of amun”, which indicates that both could be 
variously used.
70 compare the title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w m tꜢ pn n.y Kš held by amenhotep huy (TT 40, temp. amenhotep 
iii–Tutankhamun: Urk. iV, 2074.12). according to eichler 2000, 84–5, the title reveals that there were herds of the 
temple of amun in nubia.
71 eichler 2000, 79–80 with n. 355.
72 schneider 2012, 120 n. 98. he further states that the title Great overseer of cattle of amun-re King-of-the-
Gods, held by Tia, implies the supervision of all the herds of amun throughout the country.
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alludes to the cult of Amun in the Heliopolitan Nome [...] Also the title of his (i.e. Djehuty’s) 
wife Twj “the chantress of Amun, beloved one of Mut” shows that there was a cult of Amun 
in the Heliopolitan Nome’.
The presence of a memphite temple of amun is not supported by archaeological evidence. 
additional textual sources alluding to a temple of amun at memphis are extremely scarce and 
ambiguous.73 it is therefore not very likely that the overseers were affiliated to a memphite 
temple of amun.
What about the possibility that these officials were affiliated to the Theban temple of 
amun? if we turn our attention to the additional titles held by the overseers of cattle 
of amun at memphis (see Table 2), there is nothing to suggest that the officials were other-
wise affiliated with a (Theban) temple of amun. instead, they were all drawn from the ranks 
of the treasury. Tia, who made the most impressive career (undoubtedly with the help of his 
[royal] family connections) even held office as overseer of the Treasury74 and as overseer of 
the Treasury of the lTl, i.e. the chief treasurer of the state administration.75
how do the memphite careers compare to the Theban overseers of cattle of amun? in 
the temple of amun at Karnak, the cattle administration was placed under the direction of the 
chief steward of amun.76 eichler (2000, 83–4, table 3) composed a list of 27 officials who 
bore the title overseer of cattle of amun during the eighteenth Dynasty. They all officiated 
at Thebes77 and they usually constructed their tombs locally in the western mountains. With 
some exceptions, they also held additional positions in the temple of amun, but unlike their 
colleagues at memphis, they were seldom attached to the treasury.78
in contrast to the overseers of cattle of amun, the memphite necropolis presents only few 
sources for the officials connected with the administration of the cattle of Ptah. The following 
list of overseers of cattle of (the temple of) Ptah is given by helck (1961, 916 [134]):
1. ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ptḥ NꜢyꜢ;79
2. ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ptḥ Ptḥ-m-ḥb;80
3. Nby;81
73 see helck 1961, 921 (139). for a detailed study of references to amun in memphis during the new Kingdom, 
see: Pasquali 2009. office titles with the element “amun” include: ‘sculptor of amun’, and ‘Wab Priest of amun’ 
(Pasquali 2011, 71–4). The abacus of a column fragment found in the debris over the first courtyard of the tomb of 
horemheb was inscribed with the title ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w Ἰmn.w, steward of the temple of amun (schneider 1996, 94, 
nK 16; published without photograph or linedrawing). note that the father of Paser, overseer of builders of the 
lTl, and Tjuneroy, overseer of Works on all monuments of the King, held this title (martin 1985, 9). The tomb 
of Paser is located directly west of horemheb, and that of his brother Tjuneroy should be located nearby.
74 martin 1997, 106–8; Van Dijk 1993, 95–6; Id. 1997, 54.
75 Van Dijk 1993, 96. Tia may have succeeded suty (temp. ramesses ii, early) in that office (ibid, 96 n. 33; KRI 
iii, 140–7).
76 seyfried 1991, table on p. 206, 207–9.
77 The office of the overseer of cattle, ẖnw n.y ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w, is mentioned on the stelophorous statue of nefer-
peret (cairo cG 42121; eighteenth Dynasty, temp. Thutmose iii–amenhotep ii; provenance: Karnak cachette), 
see: Urk. iV, 1021.7; eichler 2000, 87 with n. 399, cat. 502.
78 They include only senenmut (TT 71/353), Djehuty (TT 11), and Ken-amun (TT 93), all dated to the first half 
of the eighteenth Dynasty.
79 leiden asT 40b (D 71): serpentine shabti, h: 11.2 cm, early nineteenth Dynasty, saqqara (ex-coll. d’anastasi: 
boeser 1925, 14, no. 85; schneider 1977, ii, 82–3, pl. 105; iii. pl. 31).
80 leiden ci 9: alabaster shabti, h: 15.5 cm, early nineteenth Dynasty, saqqara (ex-coll. maria cimba, 1826: 
boeser 1925, 13, no. 72; schneider 1977, ii, 82, pl. 105; iii. pl. 30).
81 according to helck: attested by a canopic jar in the louvre. neby was also overseer of cattle of sokar.
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4. PꜢ-kꜢtꜢ;82
5. anonymous;83
6. ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w pr.w Ptḥ Ḥwy.84
all overseers are dated to the ramesside Period. four officials are attested by elements that 
were presumably taken from their tombs (i.e. shabtis and a canopic jar).85 more substantial 
tomb elements, such as stelae, statues or relief-decorated blocks, are unattested.
Why is it that the overseers of cattle of amun are so prominently represented at memphis, 
when prosopographical data on the overseers of cattle of Ptah are so scarce? and why, judg-
ing from the objects pertaining to these officials, were the overseers of cattle of Ptah unable 
to construct tombs of comparably monumental dimensions?86 as indicated by the additional 
titles held by the overseers of cattle of amun, they were not attached to a/the temple of 
amun, but rather to the state treasury. This also explains why they held office at memphis: it 
was egypt’s administrative capital.
other offices related to the cattle administration include the sš ḥsb ἰḥ.w n.w pr.w ἰm.y-rꜢ 
ḫtm, ‘scribe and reckoner of cattle of the office of the overseer of the seal’. The title was 
held by a man named ahmose, who is attested by a stela (cairo je 18181 = cG 34049) of 
eighteenth Dynasty date found by Vassali at saqqara in 1862.87 a similar title, sš ḥsb ἰḥ.w 
n.w Ἰmn.w, is inscribed on a statue fragment of ramesside date found at memphis.88
III.3 Overseers of cattle of Amun: the reign of Ramesses II
 Three overseers of cattle who held office during the reign of ramesses ii are identified at 
memphis (Table 2, nos 10–12). Two elements of their titulary set them apart from their 
predecessors:
1. The addition of the adjective wr, which results in the title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr, Great overseer 
of cattle;
2. all overseers of cattle held additional offices in the ramesseum.89
82 P. Wilbour a §§ 112, 149, 203: temp. ramesses V.
83 hieratic letter, written by the scribe heriheb to the overseer of cattle and associated to the temple of Ptah 
(name not preserved), temp. ramesses ii: lieblein 1873, 31–4, pl. Vi.20. 
84 new York, mma inv. no. unknown: alabaster canopic jar (h: 34 cm) and human-headed stopper, probably 
memphite area (ex-coll. murch: hayes 1959, 424).
85 note, however, that a shabti alone cannot serve as evidence for the supposed presence or localisation of a 
tomb. The statuettes were are also found in extra-sepulchral contexts. at saqqara, they could be dedicated in the 
serapeum, or elsewhere in the memphite necropolis (rosetau) (see: schneider 1977, i, 268–89; Pasquali 2009).
86 The title šmꜥ.yt n.yt nb.t n.yt nh.t rsy.t, songstress of the lady of the southern sycamore, refers to the specific 
memphite form of the goddess hathor, and it abounds in the prosopographical data from saqqara. note that there 
were no women bearing the title šmꜥ.yt n.yt Ptḥ, songstress of Ptah.
87 Pm iii/2, 736; mariette 1872, 18, pl. 56a; lacau 1909–16, 84–6, pl. 29. his son is the sš ḥsb ἰḥ.w sš mšꜥ 
Mꜥ-ḥw.
88 excav. no. m-2793: schulman 1988, 86 n. 50 (as: “sš ḥsb kꜢ.w n Ἰmn”).
89 The connection of the cattle administration of amun to a specific memorial temple was attested earlier at 
Thebes: Khaemwaset (eighteenth Dynasty, temp. amenhotep iii) was ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w n.y Ṯḥn-Ἰtn.w, over-
seer of cattle of amun of Ṯḥn-Ἰtn (inscribed on a stela seen on the art market: Minerva July-August 1992 (1992), 
opposite p. 48; eichler 2000, 84, 309, cat. 453). nefersekheru (TT 107; temp. amenhotep iii, late), the overseer 
of cattle of amun at Thebes, was also steward in the temple of Ṯḥn-Ἰtn: ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w n.y pr.w Nb-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w Ṯḥn-
Ἰtn.w (Pm i.1/2, 224–5; helck 1956, 11–26; Kampp 1996, i, 386–7; eichler 2000, 84, 297–8, cat. 378).
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according to helck (1958, 176 n.1) and Van Dijk (1997, 54), the officials who held the 
title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr belonged to the central administration overseeing the different local over-
seers of cattle. There are two arguments against this view. first, both titles, ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w and 
ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr, are recorded on one stela inscribed for Tia.90 it implies that the titles could be 
variably used. second, from the reign of amenhotep iii onwards, more than one overseer of 
cattle was active at any given time: one at Thebes and one at memphis.91 During the eight-
eenth Dynasty, however, an official bearing the title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr is conspicuously absent. 
This implies that the title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w was a general title for officials who super-
vised temple herds of any size and in any area, as has been suggested by bryan (1991, 271). 
The various overseers of cattle operated under the supervision of the temple’s steward, a situ-
ation observed in the temple of amun at Karnak,92 or under supervision of the overseer of the 
Treasury, as was the case for the memphite overseers of cattle of amun. The responsibilities 
of the officials working in the temple and state administration might have been quite different, 
but this is not reflected in their title of office.93
IV. The administration of the Ramesseum
IV.1 General 
The new Kingdom royal memorial temples were primarily built for the royal cult.94 The 
temples were also largely self-sufficient institutions of great economic significance.95 They 
were not just built at Thebes; multiple memorial temples of one king could be constructed 
throughout the country, including nubia.96 a royal memorial temple, or temple of millions of 
Years (ḥw.t n.yt ḥḥ.w m rnp.wt), was founded by the ruling king. The temple’s estates 
were usually gradually reduced following the death of the king, when the resources were 
re-allocated.97
The Theban memorial temple of ramesses ii is known by the name tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-
stp.n-Rꜥ.w ẖnm.t-WꜢs.t m pr.w Ἰmn.w, ‘the temple of usermaatre setepenre united with 
Thebes in the house of amun’.98 construction work on the ramesseum started with the incep-
tion of ramesses ii’s reign (c. 1279 bc). Penra was the overseer of Works,99 and he was 
succeeded by amenemone.100
90 see Tia, four-sided stela cairo je 89624: KRI iii, 366–7; martin 1997, 46–7, no. 331, pls 95–7.
91 eichler 2000, 83–4 table 3.
92 The same will have probably been the case in the temple of Ptah at memphis. 
93 The difference might instead be reflected in the financial resources the officials had to their disposal to con-
struct their tombs.
94 leblanc 1997, 49; Id. 1999, 73–4; ullmann 2002, 661–70. The central sanctuary of the royal memorial tem-
ples at Thebes was dedicated to amun-re (stadelmann 1979, 303–21). in the ramesside temples, amun was 
worshipped in a specific form identifying him with the king (haring 1993, 40).
95 haring 1997, 389; id. 2007; ullmann 2002, 652; leblanc 2012, 81, 96.
96 see ullmann 2002. for the temples of ramesses ii, see op cit., 289–393.
97 haring 1997, 392–3.
98 Pm ii, 431–43; helck 1961, 885–9 (103–7); stadelmann 1984, 91–8; ullmann 2002, 339–81.
99 KRI iii, 268–71; Goyon 1990–1, 53–65; ullmann 2002, 379; leblanc 2012, 83 n. 5. The titles held by Penra 
include: ἰm.y-rꜢ kꜢ.t m t(Ꜣ) ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w; ἰm.y-rꜢ kꜢ.t m ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-
Rꜥ.w; wr n.y mḏꜢ.yw.
100 Gnirs 1996, 148–52 (amenemone ii). Gohary (1987, 99–100) suggests that bunakhtef (identified by him as 
Penra’s father) started construction, that Penra took over in Year 16, and that amenemone succeeded Penra in Year 
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With regards to the administration of the ramesseum, leblanc (2012, 81–98) argues that it 
was in permanent contact with officials of the central government, such as the Vizier of the 
south101 and his delegates, or with the Theban authorities, such as the mayor or governor of 
Western Thebes. The holders of the highest administrative positions, the overseers of cattle, 
overseers of the Treasury, and the stewards, are conspicuously absent from the administra-
tive documents (papyri and ostraca) found at Thebes. The tombs of these officials were not 
constructed locally at Thebes, but at saqqara south of the unas causeway. only after the reign 
of ramesses ii were their tombs also built at Thebes.
IV.2 The Overseers of Cattle in the Ramesseum (table 3)
The title overseer of cattle in the ramesseum was held by four officials.102 Ptahemwia was 
the first official in charge of the ramesseum’s cattle administration, and only his (now lost) 
tomb has so far been attested archaeologically. few titles are recorded for mery-Ptah and 
bakenamun. it is not certain whether they also held office as overseer of cattle (of amun) 
outside the ramesseum, as did Ptahemwia and Paraemheb. The objects pertaining to mery-
Ptah and bakenamun were found outside saqqara.
1. Ptahemwia
When ramesses ii started planning the construction of the ramesseum, Tia became the 
first overseer of the temple’s treasury (see iV.3, below). although he previously held (and 
probably continued to hold) office as overseer of cattle of amun, he did not bear the title 
overseer of cattle in the ramesseum: that title was first held by Ptahemwia. The cattle were 
administered as part of the temple’s treasury. Ptahemwia succeeded Tia as overseer of cattle 
of amun, which, as suggested above, presumably happened around Year 16 of ramesses ii.
2. mery-Ptah
on a relief-decorated block found at abydos,103 mery-Ptah is identified as the ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w 
n.w tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w, overseer of cattle of the ramesseum, and as sš nsw tꜢ 
šꜥ.t n.y pr.w-ꜥꜢ ꜥnḫ.w wḏꜢ.w snb.w, royal scribe of the letters of Pharaoh, may he live, pros-
per, and be healthy (l.p.h.). according to helck (1958, 277–8), the title holder was the king’s 
21. for the father-son relation of Penra and bunakhtef, Gohary points to the stela oxford, ashmolean museum 
1894.106, although neither affiliation nor titles are mentioned in the text (see also: Petrie 1896, 15–16, pl. 19; KRI 
iii, 270–1).
101 for a chronology of the Viziers of ramesses ii, see: raedler 2004, 292–9. The Viziers of the south were: 
Paser (TT 106), Khay (Thebes), and neferrenpet (saqqara sT 0). in the Great harris Papyrus the cattle of one of 
the Theban memorial temples were under the authority of the Vizier of the south (haring 1997, 201, 377).
102 see also: leblanc 2012, 92 n. 29 (with some errors in titles and references). a closely related office is that 
of ἰm.y-rꜢ ꜥb.w n.w tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w, overseer of the horned cattle of the rames-
seum (abbreviated as: ἰm.y-rꜢ ꜥb.w n.w tꜢ ḥw.t). The title was borne by Panefer, who is attested by an inscribed 
statuette of the god sobek (stockholm, medelhavsmuseet mme 1977:1; ex-coll. folkwang-museum essen, 1966; 
Peterson 1979, 3–8; provenance unknown, probably Theban region; temp. ramesses ii or later.
103 Purchased at akhmim, march 1886, present location unknown: bouriant 1887, 90, no. 65; KRI iii, 211, 
377; haring 1997, 445.
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private secretary, and at any given time there would have been only one such official.104 The 
secretary supervised the scribes of the Place of letters (sš n.y tꜢ s.t šꜥ.t). his office building 
at Piramesse, tꜢ s.t nꜢ šꜥ.wt pr.w-ꜥꜢ ꜥnḫ.w wḏꜢ.w snb.w m pr.w Rꜥ.w-ms-s(w)-mr.y-Ἰmn.w pꜢ kꜢ 
ꜥꜢ n.y pꜢ Rꜥ.w, is depicted in the tomb of Tjay (TT 23, temp. merenptah).105 The fact that the 
title was held by one official at any one given time makes it a useful tool to date mery-Ptah. 
amenemone, the owner of tomb sT 101 at saqqara, held office as sš nsw šꜥ.t and sš nsw šꜥ.t 
n.y nb tꜢ.wy.106 if we follow helck, amenemone and mery-Ptah cannot have been the king’s 
secretary concurrently. amenemone also held office as chief steward of the ramesseum no 
earlier than the second half of ramesses ii’s reign (see iV.4.6, below). The royal secretary 
at the time of seti i was a man named iuny from asyut,107 and the title sš šꜥ.t n.y nṯr nƒr 
concludes an impressive list of (predominantly) honorific and priestly titles inscribed on his 
dyad (new York, mma 15.2.1). mery-Ptah held the position of royal secretary after iuny 
and before amenemone, in the first half of the reign of ramesses ii. as Ptahemwia was the 
ramesseum’s first overseer of cattle, mery-Ptah can have only succeeded him.
3. bakenamun
bakenamun is depicted on the stela (british museum ea 132) of his brother, the ἰm.y-rꜢ 
Ꜣḥ.wt n.wt nb tꜢ.wy, overseer of arable lands of the lTl, named hori.108 Details on the 
provenance and acquisition of the stela are not available. according to james, a Theban prov-
enance is likely in view of bakenamun’s association with the ramesseum.109 however, con-
sidering the fact that many of the ramesseum’s high officials were buried at saqqara, a 
memphite provenance of this stela cannot be excluded either.110 The round-topped stela is 
carved in sunk relief and divided into three registers. bakenamun is depicted in the middle 
register. he is clad in the priestly leopard-skin as he presents a libation and incense to his 
brother hori and his wife T(Ꜣ)-n.t-pꜢ-tꜢ. on the left-hand side, hori (now identified as sꜢ=ƒ 
sꜥnḫ rn=ƒ) presents an offering to his deceased parents mery-re and iny, both without titles. 
The bottom register contains seven figures, all standing in an adoring pose.111 iconography 
and style point to a date late in the reign of ramesses ii.
104 raue (1999, 198 n. 7, with a list of title holders) indicates that a secure succession of the holders has yet to 
be established.
105 borchardt 1907–8, 59–61, fig. 1.
106 on statue st. Petersburg, state hermitage museum 738: KRI iii, 211.2–3; Gohary 1991, 204 –5, pls 51–4, 
56–60.
107 new York, mma 15.2.1, dyad of the chief scribe iuny with his wife renenutet: Pm iV, 269; KRI i, 352–3; 
berman 1999, 250–2. found in or near the tomb-chapel of iuny’s father, the chief Physician amenhotep, at 
Khashaba, asyut: Kamal bey 1916, 86–9, no. 74.
108 limestone, 90 × 55 cm: budge 1909, 188. no. 675; Pm i/2, ii, 808; HTBM 9, 58, pl. 45.1; KRI iii, 375.
109 cf. also Peterson 1979, 6.
110 a man named mahu, the owner of a small dyad (cairo je 91915) of nineteenth Dynasty date found at the 
temple terrace near the animal galleries at saqqara, holds the similar title [ἰm.y-rꜢ] Ꜣḥ.wt n.wt Ἰmn.w. Pm iii/1, 821; 
martin 1979, 46, no. 144, pl. 41.
111 These are, from left to right: the ἰdnw n.y tꜢ šnw.t pr.w-ꜥꜢ ꜥnḫ.w wḏꜢ.w snb.w, Deputy of the Granary of 
Pharaoh, l.p.h., hori (probably the same man as the dedicator of the stela); his brothers, the ḥr.y ἰḥw n.y ẖnw, stable 
master, hor; the ṯꜢy-mḏꜢ.t, sculptor, mery-maat; and the sš n.y tꜢ šnw.t, scribe of the Granary, neferrenpet; his 
sisters, šmꜥ.yt n.yt Ꜣs.t, songstress of isis, aset; and mut-aset; and another brother, the ḥm-nṯr, Prophet, 
hornakht.
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4. Paraemheb
The tomb of Paraemheb is lost, but there are indications to suggest that it was located at 
saqqara. The corpus of objects pertaining to this official includes four canopic jars and two 
shabtis. 
The shabti is in the collection of the musée départemental des antiquités in rouen.112 it is 
inscribed with the title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w. 
There are no details about the object’s provenance or acquisition.
The canopic jar is in the cairo museum (cG 4322). Paraemheb bears the title ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w 
wr n.w Ἰmn.w.113 The jar was found at saqqara in march 1862, and another jar, cairo cG 
4323, possibly belongs to the same set of four jars that were initially registered as je 19172–
5.114 one of these jars is now in the collection of the Yale Peabody museum of natural his-
tory, no. 6263.115 it identifies Paraemheb as the chief overseer of cattle of amun.
During the 1987 season of the ees/leiden excavations at saqqara, a faience shabti inscribed 
for the ἰm.y-rꜢ /// PꜢ-Rꜥ.w-m-ḥb was found in the fill over chapel b of the tomb of maya.116 
Part of the title is preserved as , which allows the reconstruction ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w. a second 
shabti, of an anonymous overseer of cattle, was found on the surface over maya’s 
forecourt.117
IV.3 Overseers of the Treasury of the Ramesseum (table 4)
The overseers of the Treasury are not attested in the papyri and ostraca related to the 
administration of the memorial temples at Western Thebes.118 Their local representatives were 
the treasury scribes.119 haring (1997, 230) observes that the overseers are known from inscrip-
tions at Gebel el-silsila, which indicates that they were involved in the building of the tem-
ples. This observation corresponds with the view that Tia was probably the first treasurer of 
the ramesseum.120 five holders of the title are listed below.121
112 loret 1880, 151, i.1 (h: 24 cm); KRI iii, 376.8.
113 reisner 1967, 218, pl. 54 (without a lid); “xx Dynasty (?)”, calcite.
114 reisner 1967, 219–20, pl. 57 (without a lid).
115 Previously Yale university art Gallery; ex-coll. barringer: scott iii 1986, 116, cat. 65. The lid is in the 
form of a baboon head (hapy), whereas the inscription mentions Duamutef (jackal). canopic jar cairo cG 4322 
mentions hapy.
116 raven 2001, 44, cat. 196, pl. 37 (excav. no. 87–153; h: 4.4 cm); late eighteenth to nineteenth Dynasty. 
chapel b is located north of the statue room.
117 raven 2001, 42, cat. 181, pls 19, 37 (excav. no. 88-70); faience, late eighteenth to nineteenth Dynasty. 
raven tentatively attributes the shabti to iniuia.
118 haring 1997, 230.
119 iry, who held office as sš m tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp[.n]-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w, is the only scribe of the 
ramesseum who is attested at saqqara. his round-topped stela (present location unknown) was found by lepsius 
(lD Text, i, 182) and the tomb was numbered ls 26, located north of ls 27, the tomb of maya. see also: Pm iii/2, 
667.
120 Van Dijk 1993, 98; Id. 1997, 55; leblanc 2012, 84–5.
121 leblanc (2012, 84–5 n. 7) also lists Piay (see KRI ii, 923.7: o. louvre 666), who held the titles sš nsw 
ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ. however, his titulary does not support his association with the ramesseum.
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1. Tia
a mud brick stamped with Tia’s name was found not far from the ramesseum,122 and a 
relief-decorated block depicting him has recently been excavated in the chapel of the memo-
rial temple of hatshepsut at Deir el-bahri, where it had been reused during the coptic peri-
od.123 on the relief-block, Tia bears the titles overseer of the Treasury of the ramesseum and 
fan bearer on the right of the King. he is positioned standing behind the larger-scale repre-
sentation of ramesses ii. The king’s nomen is written as [Rꜥ.w-m]s-s(w), which points to a 
date early in the reign of that king.
Tia also held office as ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ n.y nb tꜢ.wy, overseer of the Treasury of the lord 
of the Two lands: the chief treasurer of the country’s central administration.124 in that office, 
he probably succeeded suty who had made a career in the army.125 There are three indications 
to position suty at the start of the nineteenth Dynasty:
1.  he served as overseer of the Treasury of the Theban memorial temple of seti i;126
2.  his statue found in the Karnak cachette (cairo cG 42172) bears the early nomen of 
ramesses ii;127
3. a shabti (Paris, louvre sh 198) inscribed for suty was found in the serapeum, in room 
G (rhoné c8), the burial place for the apis bulls that died in Years 16 and 30 of ramesses 
ii.128
Tia thus succeeded suty somewhere after Year 16, and he himself was succeeded by 
Pa nehsy, who was in office in Year 24,129 a date that serves as a terminus a quo for Tia’s 
death. Panehsy did not hold office as overseer of the Treasury of the ramesseum. Tia’s suc-
cessor in that office, according to Van Dijk, may have been Khnumemheb, the owner of TT 
26 in the asasif.130 recent research has shown that tomb TT 26 should be dated to the late 
nineteenth Dynasty, temp. sety ii/Tausret.131 Thus, Tia must have been succeeded by some-
one else. in view of his close association with Tia, and given the course of his earlier career, 
this can have only been Ptahemwia.
122 compton, spiegelberg, and newberry 1908, 40, fig. 34; martin 1997, no. 334; Pm ii/2, 424; KRI iii, 371, 
no. 8. his titles were: ἰr.y-pꜥ.t ḥꜢ.ty-ꜥ.w sš nsw ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ.
123 barwik 2007, 67–70, pls 7–8: probably part of a stela.
124 Van Dijk 1997, 54.
125 Yoyotte 1954, 224–8; KRI iii, 140–7; Gnirs 1996, 181–5; Van Dijk 1997, 54 n. 7. his titles were: ṯꜢy-ḫw 
ḥr wnm.y n.y nsw, sš nsw, ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ wr n.y ḥm=ƒ, ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w n.y nb tꜢ.wy, ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ ḥw.t-nṯr Ꜣḫ Stẖy-
mr(ἰ).n-Ptḥ m [pr.w] Ἰmn.w. his tomb is located at el-Khawaled, asyut: châban 1901, 137–40; brunton 1937, 
135–6. see also KRI iii, 140–7; Kamal el-Din 2010, 131–42. bohleke places suty after Tia and succeeding Pa nehsy 
(bohleke 1991, 321; Id. 2002, 158 n. 10).
126 for this temple, see: brand 2000, 228–49; awad 2002, 192–3; ullmann 2002, 258–88.
127 legrain 1909, 38–9, pl. 36.36; Pm ii, 145; KRI iii, 141.7–11.
128 mariette 1857, pl. 14; helck 1958, 409; awad 2002, 192–3. schneider (1977, i, 283) mentions three shabtis 
of suty, found near the head-end of the right-hand sarcophagus in room G.
129 Van Dijk 1993, 106: o. Gardiner, 86; Černy and Gardiner 1957, i, 22, pls 81–2; KRI iii, 138–40. a flask 
with docket in two lines of hieratic (wine jar label) found in the tomb of Tia mentions Year 31, which might indi-
cate the date of a burial: raven et al. 2011, 188, cat. 329.
130 Van Dijk (1993, 106 n. 76) argues that the carefully carved stelae flanking the entrance suggest a date in the 
first half of the reign. The same suggestion is made in Pm i/2, 43. The inscription giving the date sety ii, Year 5, 
is considered as a later addition mainly on account of the tomb owner’s title mentioning the ramesseum. see also: 
KRI iii, 373 [171].
131 Kampp 1996, 212–13.
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awad (2002, 193), who studied the Treasury in the new Kingdom, indicates that it is 
debatable whether Tia’s position in the ramesseum represented a stage in the development of 
his career to becoming the state overseer of the Treasury, or whether he administered the 
temple treasuries by virtue of his position as the state treasurer. Without further discussion, 
awad suggests the latter is the more plausible scenario. The available data, however, suggest 
otherwise: Tia became the ramesseum’s treasurer at the start of ramesses ii’s reign, while 
he succeeded suty only after Year 16. The overview of titles listed in table 4 further indicates 
that it was not at all a matter of course that the state treasurer also held office as the overseer 
of the Treasury of the ramesseum.
2. Ptahemwia
The pinnacle of Ptahemwia’s career was his appointment as overseer of the Treasury in the 
ramesseum.132 The title was recorded by mariette at saqqara in 1859 on “an unidentified 
object”, undoubtedly in the tomb of Ptahemwia.133 The full title reads as follows: 
ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ nbw n.y tꜢ ḥw.t n.yt ḥḥ.w rnp.wt n.y nsw.t-bἰ.ty Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w 
Ἰmn.w m Ἰnb-ḥḏ, 
overseer of the Treasury of the temple of millions of years of the King of upper and lower egypt 
usermaatre setepenre in the house of amun in White Wall.
The addition m Ἰnb-ḥḏ, “in memphis”, has led to discussions on the nature and location of 
the temple. The preposition m134 appears to refer to a memorial temple of ramesses ii in a 
‘domain of amun’ in memphis. according to helck (1961, 921 [139]), this was the memorial 
temple of ramesses ii in the temple of amun at memphis. berlandini (1979, 260 n 2) simi-
larly suggests that the temple was located in (the nome) White Walls, and that it should not 
be confused with the ramesseum mentioned in the titles of some of the officials listed in the 
present paper. ullmann (2002, 372–3), followed by leblanc (2012, 84 n. 7), convincingly 
rejects this view. she argues that no royal temple designated as m pr.w Ἰmn.w was ever 
attested at memphis, and that no memphite temple of ramesses ii was written with his pre-
nomen.135 instead, she argues that the title indicates that Ptahemwia held office at memphis in 
order to administer the estate of the memorial temple in lower egypt.136 another reference to 
an estate of the ramesseum at memphis can be found on o. louvre 2262, dated to Year 42 
of ramesses ii: ‘... bꜥḥ n.y pr.w Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w ꜥ.w.s. m Mn-nƒr’, ‘… the vineyard 
of the house of usermaatre setepenre l.p.h. in memphis’. ullmann’s suggestion that Ptahem-
wia administered the lower egyptian estate of the ramesseum from his office at memphis 
can be expanded to include the overall administration of the temple, as has also been pro-
posed by nelson (1999, 60). The high officials resided at memphis and limited themselves to 
132 haring 1997, 445, lists Ptahemwia only as overseer of cattle. Ptahemwia is also not listed by awad 2002, 
189 table iV, 193–94 (Das Schatzhaus des Ramesseums).
133 mariette 1872, 20, pl. 62c; KRI iii, 417.10–11.
134 compare to the title sš n.y pr.w Ἰtn.w m Ꜣḫt-ἰtn m Mn-nƒr, scribe of the Temple of aten in akhetaten (and?) 
in memphis, held by mery-neith (late eighteenth Dynasty: Van Walsem 2014, 42–4).
135 see also helck 1961, 862 (80), no. 13; haring 1997, 22. These are written with the king’s nomen: tꜢ ḥw.t 
Rꜥ.w-ms-s(w) mr.y-Ἰmn.w m pr.w Ptḥ, and the ḥw.t Rꜥ.w-ms-sw mr.y-Ἰmn.w ẖnm.t-mꜢꜥ.t-n(.yt)-Ptḥ m [pr.w] Ḥw.t-
Ḥr.w nb.t nh.t (rsy.t). The temples were situated in the “houses” of the memphite deities Ptah and hathor, respec-
tively. for further discussion, see staring 2015.
136 spiegelberg 1894, 64–5.
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inspection visits to Thebes. The day-to-day administration was in the hands of the locally resi-
dent lower clergy and priesthood, who constructed their (rock-cut) tombs at Thebes.137
3. Khay
in march 1859, Devéria photographed not only the tomb of Ptahemwia, but also the now-
lost tomb of Khay, the ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ, ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ m ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m 
pr.w Ἰmn.w, and ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ n.y tꜢ ḥw.t n.yt ḥḥ.w n rnp.wt n.y nsw.t bἰ.ty Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-
stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w.138 The walls of the tomb’s courtyard were constructed of mud 
bricks and the western cult chapel was constructed of limestone. The remains of eight djed 
pillars were found standing upright in the courtyard and two naophorous statues (cairo 
cG 604 and 606) were positioned on either side of the doorway to the chapel. as indicated 
by mariette, at least four of the pillars and the two statues were taken to the bulaq museum 
in march 1859:139
‘... Quatre piliers extraits de l’une des chambres du tombeau d’un nommé Schaï qui exerçait à 
Thèbes les fonctions de gardien du trésor du temple des milliers d’années du roi ramsès ii. […] 
Le défunt est représenté sur chacun des monuments, debout et dans l’une des postures de 
l’adoration. [...] Le nom et la fonction du personnage thèbain qui, par des raisons inconnues, eut 
son tombeau à Memphis, nous sont donnés par deux statues trouvées avec les quatre piliers et 
conservées au Magasin no 5 (nos 900 et 901).’
a shabti held in the cairo museum (cG 46563) inscribed for the ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ named 
Khay possibly belongs to the same man.140
a relief-decorated block inscribed for Khay, excavated by Garstang at abydos, is held in 
the collection of the musées royaux d’art et d’histoire in brussels (e. 5184).141 The fragment 
contains scenes divided over two registers. in the lower register, Khay and his wife heretib-
mennefer142 are depicted seated at an offering table. an anonymous male figure presents a 
libation.
4. amenemone
amenemone and his wife meryt-Ptah, songstress of bastet, constructed their monumental 
tomb at saqqara (sT 101). it was excavated by the archaeological mission of cairo university 
directed by sayed Tawfik in 1984–8, located approximately 65 m south of the unas 
137 see e.g. nelson 1999, 58–62; leblanc 2012, 86 n. 10.
138 Pm iii/2, 726; helck 1958, 522; Pasquali 2013, figs 10–11. The photographs are in the musée d’orsay, 
Paris: Pho 1986 144 60, ms 178 130 and Pho 1986 144 63, ms 178 133. The material from the archives of 
mariette and Devéria pertaining to the tomb of Khay are currently being studied by j. berlandini-Keller and 
s.  Pasquali. Preliminary results will be presented on 26.06.2015 during the conference Abusir and Saqqara in the 
Year 2015, held at charles university, Prague, entitled: ‘auguste mariette’s excavations at saqqara in 
1859–1860’.
139 mariette 1864, 63 [18–21]; mariette 1868, 99–100. see also: Pm iii/2 775a and addenda; berlandini 1988, 
25. for the statues, see: mariette 1872, 21, pl. 63f (bulaq nos 285–6); borchardt 1925, 154–5, 155–6, pls 109–10 
(mentioning the date march 1859); KRI iii, 373; málek 1987, 123; schulz 1992, i, 189–92, nos 093–94; ii, 
pls 45–6. schulz’ suggestion (op cit. i, 189 n. 2) that the statues were set up in a temple or in the serapeum can now 
be rejected.
140 newberry 1937, 20 (je 4647); schulz 1992, 189 n. 1.
141 limestone, 65 × 48 cm: speleers 1923, 64, no. 267; KRI iii, 373, 10; leblanc 2012, pl. 16a.
142 PN i, 252.29: ḥr(ἰ).t-ἰb-Mn-nƒr, ‘Bewohnerin von Memphis’.
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causeway.143 The monument is built of limestone and consists of a forecourt, pylon gate, 
courtyard, three chapels in the west, and a pyramid that partly covered the central cult chapel. 
The unprovenanced statue of amenemone held in the state hermitage museum (st. Peters-
burg 738) has been attributed to this official.144 its memphite origin is suggested by the deities 
mentioned in the text: ‘Ptah-who-is-south-of-his-wall, lord of ankhtawy’, and ‘all gods of 
memphis’.
amenemone held a number of titles associated with the state treasury, including those of 
overseer of the Treasury of the lTl and overseer of the Treasury of upper and lower egypt. 
in that office, he probably succeeded Panehsy, who was attested in Year 24 of ramesses ii. 
Paytenheb is attested as the treasury overseer in Year 53, and he may have been amenemo-
ne’s successor.145 since no inscription pertaining to amenemone contains a date, those of 
Panehsy and Paytenheb provide the earliest and latest possible limits for amenemone, who 
probably served during ramesses ii’s fourth and fifth decades on the throne.
“Panel 2” in the tomb of amenemone contains an inscription with the title ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ 
pꜢ /// pr.w Rꜥ.w-ms-sw-mr.y-Ἰmn.w ḥr.y-ἰb wꜢ.t ἰmn.tyt WꜢs.t.146 The wall is a little damaged 
and the published photographs are not very clear. nevertheless, the title undoubtedly refers to 
the ramesseum, the institution where amenemone also held office as chief steward. it is not 
at all common for one individual to hold both these high-ranking titles in the administration 
of a Theban royal memorial temple.
5. Khnumemheb
The overseer of the Treasury Khnumemheb constructed his tomb in the asasif, near sheikh 
abd el-Gurna at Thebes (TT 26).147 lepsius copied four columns of text containing his titles: 
sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ n.y nb tꜢ.wy m ꜥḥ.t=ƒ ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ [m/n.y] tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢ
ꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w, True royal scribe whom he loves, General of the lTl in 
his Palace, overseer of the Treasury (in/of) the ramesseum.148 The titles ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ m 
ḥw.t-nsw and ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ n.y nb tꜢ.wy (m ḥw.t=ƒ) can be understood as abbreviated forms 
of the title referring to the ramesseum.149 The addition n.y nb tꜢ.wy confirms that Khnumem-
heb lived during the reign of ramesses ii. When it is mentioned in the titulary of officials, the 
phrase normally refers only to the living king. The forecourt of the tomb of Khnumemheb 
cuts that of TT 194 of Djehutyemheb, which dates to mid-ramesses ii.150 Therefore, TT 29 
dates from the second half of ramesses ii, or later.
143 Tawfik 1991, 405, fig. 1, pls 57b, 58a; Gohary 1991, 195–205, pls 49–60.
144 Van Dijk 1993, 156–7. see also: lieblein 1873, 4–5, pl. i [1–3]; KRI iii, 210–11; Gohary 1991, 204–5, 
pl. 60.
145 KRI iii, 147: o. louvre 2261. 
146 Gohary 1991, pl. 56.
147 Pm i:1, 43 [26], 44 (plan) and map iV (context plan of the necropolis); Griffith institute archives photos 
1209 and 1227; Kampp 1996, 212–13. his wife is called mery-aset.
148 lD Text, iii, 249, no. 291; KRI iii, 373.15–16: transverse hall, left end, upper register. The tomb has 
remained unpublished. see also Gnirs 1996, 8–9, 185.
149 Gnirs 1996, 185 nn 1240–1.
150 Gnirs 1996, 185 n 1238.
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IV.4 Chief Stewards of the Ramesseum (table 5)
The royal memorial temples were supervised by the steward (ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w). The officials 
are not mentioned in the administrative papyri and ostraca from Western Thebes, which led 
haring (1997, 225) to conclude that these men were court officials who resided at the resi-
dence or elsewhere.151 There, they were responsible for the temple fields, herds, and person-
nel throughout the country. each temple had only one ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w at any one time.
During the reign of ramesses ii, at least nine officials held the office of steward of 
the ramesseum. Their tombs were located at saqqara (7) and Thebes (1). The location of the 
tomb of one official is unknown (no. 7, neferrenpet).
1. ramessesnakht
ramessesnakht held the office of steward in the ramesseum after a career in the military. 
he held the additional titles ṯsw-pḏ.t and ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ wr, commander of the Troops and Gen-
eral.152 a relief-decorated limestone block in the musées royaux d’art et d’historie in brus-
sels (e 5183) contains part of a scene depicting ramessesnakht seated along with his wife 
Tuy.153 a memphite provenance of this block is likely on account of Tuy’s title: šmꜥ.yt n.y(t) 
Ḥw.t-Ḥr.w nb.t nh.t rsy(.t), songstress of hathor, lady of the southern sycamore. on stylistic 
grounds, the block has been dated to the early nineteenth Dynasty.154 ramessesnakht thus 
held office at the beginning of ramesses ii’s reign.
Two more objects pertaining to ramessesnakht are known. a statue of his mother nasha, 
dedicated by ramessesnakht, is now in the musée du louvre (e. 11523),155 and a libation 
base dedicated to the goddess isis is in the museo egizio in Turin (n. 22052).156 The prove-
nances of both objects are unknown.
2. nahuher
nahuher bears the title of chief steward of the ramesseum on a stela dedicated by his son, 
the scribe neferrenpet.157 although the stela is of unknown provenance, a Theban origin has 
been proposed on account of the representation of the deified King amenhotep i, the patron 
deity of the Theban necropolis.
151 haring 1997, 225. Two nineteenth Dynasty stewards of the ramesseum are mentioned in the miscellanies: 
Yupa and nedjem: P. anastasi Vi, 6, 2–12, and P. sallier i 9, 1–9, respectively. 
152 for this official, see: helck 1961, 105; berlandini 1979, 249–65; KRI iii, 198–9; Vii, 115; schulman 1964, 
141, no. 348d; binder 2008, cat. [155].
153 speleers 1923, 65, no. 270 (ex-coll. King leopold ii). note that a block excavated by Quibell (1912, 20 
[1736]) at the monastery of apa jeremias mentions a lady with the same name: sn.t=ƒ nb.t pr.w Twy. The name is 
frequently attested during the new Kingdom at memphis.
154 berlandini 1979, 250 n. 1, 259 (relief style ay/horemheb to seti i/ramesses ii); leblanc 2012, 83. The very 
fine facial features may even suggest a date in the late eighteenth Dynasty.
155 barbotin 1999, 36–7, cat. 10a, pl. 4 (ex-coll. nahman, cairo 1915). compare with statue brussels e.2459 of 
Queen nefertari dedicated by her son, Prince mery-atum (limestone; provenance unknown).
156 habachi 1977, 60–2, 150–1 (ex-coll. Drovetti).
157 stela fragment, lower part, ex-coll. michaelides, cairo; later coll. sameda (KRI iii, 187 [1]); present location 
unknown: Wente 1963, 30–6; KRI iii, 187.5–6.
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helck identifies the owner of shabti leiden af 24e, nahuher, who bears the titles royal 
scribe and chief steward, as the brother of maya, the overseer of the Treasury.158 in the 
tomb of his (half)brother, nahuher bears the titles royal scribe and steward.159 The rames-
seum was built fifteen years after maya’s funeral had taken place.160 if the chief steward of 
the ramesseum, nahuher, is to be identified as the (half-)brother of maya, a considerable age 
difference between the two has to be reckoned with.161 This difference might explain why 
maya’s children were included in the household of his subordinate, Djehuty (see above, 
iii.1.4) and his wife Tuy, and not in that of his brother.
3. horemheb
a number of limestone blocks taken from the tomb of horemheb were found reused in the 
monastery of apa jeremias at saqqara.162 This indicates that his tomb was constructed some-
where in the vicinity. 
Throughout his career, horemheb held positions in the civil administration. his honorific 
titles include one of great distinction: ṯꜢy-ḫw ḥr wnm.y n.y nsw, fan bearer on the right of 
the King.163 on most blocks, horemheb holds the title of chief steward. his wife Ty held the 
titles nb.t pr.w, lady of the house, and šmꜥ.yt n.yt Ἰmn.w nb ns.wt tꜢ.wy, songstress of amun 
lord of the Thrones of the Two lands.
The relief-decorated blocks from his tomb display a style comparable to those of the mayor 
of memphis, Ptahmose, and the overseer of the Treasury, maya. blocks cairo Tn 19.6.24.15–
17 and Tn 19.6.24.18 bear texts inscribed on so-called “raised labels”: a feature observed on 
the blocks of a select number of memphite tombs dating to the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth Dynasty.164 The decoration of some blocks is executed in raised relief, which 
points to a date early in the nineteenth Dynasty. The blocks’ thickness suggests that they 
were part of the limestone revetment of walls constructed of mud bricks. from about the sec-
ond to third decade of ramesses ii, tombs started to be constructed exclusively of limestone 
blocks.
158 helck 1958, 375, 488 (as temp. horemheb). for the shabti, see: schneider 1977, cat. 3.2.1.24: ex-coll. 
d’anastasi, eighteenth/nineteenth Dynasty; h: 12.9 cm. also: Van Dijk 2012, 64.
159 martin 2012, scenes 5, 29, 30, 35a, 36, 37. Two more brothers are depicted: nakht, scribe of the Treasury 
of the lord of the Two lands, and Parennefer, overseer of bowmen and overseer of horses. The titles held by 
nahuher need not necessarily be “relatively low and unspecific” (cf. Van Dijk 2012, 64): Ptahmose, the mayor of 
memphis and chief steward in the memphite memorial temple of ramesses ii, bears the same two titles on the 
life-sized statues leiden asT 7–8 (staring 2014,265, nos ii. 3–4).
160 maya’s funeral probably took place in Year 9 of horemheb; horemheb reigned fourteen years; ramesses i 
reigned two years (see n. 40); and seti i eight years (Van Dijk 2011, 330–1).
161 if the remains of maya are correctly identified, he died at the age of 64.8 ± 9.5 years (Van Dijk 1993, 77). 
Wente (1963, 36 n. 21) rejects the view that nahuher, the brother of maya, is the same man as nahuher mentioned 
on the stela and shabti, pointing to their “different” titulary: steward versus chief steward.
162 Pm iii, 196 (attributed to the General horemheb); Pm iii/2, 667–8; KRI iii, 187–91; Quibell 1912, 143–5, 
pls 67.2, 72.1, 73.7 (cairo je 43276 and Tn 17.6.24.5); 145, pl. 80.1 (cairo Tn 14.6.24.25), 143–4, pls 68.1, 73.2, 
74.9 (cairo Tn 19.6.24.15–17); 144, pl. 74.10 (cairo Tn 19.6.24.18); 143–4, pls 67.3, 73.1 (cairo je 43277); 
144–5, pls 73.6, 81.7 (cairo Tn 19.6.24.4–5); 144, pl. 73.3–4 (cairo Tn 19.6.24.11; Tn 19.6.24.13); 144, pls 71.4, 
72.2, 73.5, 8 (cairo je 43276). see also berlandini 1979, 261, with n. 5; raedler 2012, 129, with n. 28. i have not 
been able to identify the je or Tn numbers of all blocks recorded by Quibell.
163 see: Pomorska 1987.
164 staring 2014.
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4–5. iurokhy/urhiya and Yupa
iurokhy/urhiya and his son Yupa both held office as steward of the ramesseum.165 They 
are attested on a fair number of objects,166 and their titles suggest that they both made a career 
in the military. iurokhy was ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ and ḥr.y-pḏ.t n.y nb tꜢ.wy, General and Troop com-
mander (lit. head of bowmen) of the lTl.167 Yupa was also a General and he held the mili-
tary title ἰm.y-rꜢ ssm.wt n.w nb tꜢ.wy, overseer of horses of the lord of the Two lands.168 
Yupa additionally held a range of high administrative titles, including that of chief steward 
of the lTl and overseer of works in all monuments of his lord (i.e. the King).
The tomb of iurokhy, located at saqqara, was visited by the Prussian expedition led by 
lepsius (numbered: ls 25) in early 1843.169 a brief description is provided in the text vol-
ume of the Denkmaeler:
‘… Es waren hier 5 Säulen, sie sind bis auf eine weggeschleppt worden, eine ist in Sakkara, 3 sind 
in Tura. Die zurückgebliebene ist zerbrochen.’170 
The present location of these papyriform columns is unknown. one djed pillar from the 
same tomb entered the collection of the egyptian museum in cairo in 1935 (je 65061). 
before it arrived at the museum, the pillar had been standing in front of the house of the 
mayor of saqqara village.171 The village is located near the area referred to as the Ras el-
Gisr, which is the location of the monastery of apa jeremias were Quibell found many 
reused blocks taken from nearby new Kingdom tombs. The texts inscribed on the pillar 
identify iurokhy as a royal scribe and General (ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ wr). The decoration and texts 
on “side a” are executed in raised relief. it depicts iurokhy standing with his hands raised 
in a gesture of adoration. The same motif can also be observed on the djed pillars of the 
165 Gnirs 1996, 179–81. urhiya might be a name of foreign origin: Kitchen 1979, 74 (“pure hurrian”). for 
genealogical clues, see statues berlin 24022 and Krannert art museum 67-3-3 (ex-coll. lady meux) of Yupa, stela 
louvre e.3143 (ex-coll. d’anastasi), and louvre leather roll col. 2 line 6. ruffle (1979, 57–8) and Kitchen (1979, 
71–2) consider Pahemnefer, the lector Priest of his lord (i.e. of iurokhy) on stela avignon, musée calvet a4 (see: 
Étienne 2009, 278–9, cat. 247), as his son, but no such affiliation is indicated. Pahemnefer is the dedicator of stela 
lyon, musée des beaux-arts h 1380 (ex-coll. Drovetti). The inscription states that he made the stela for his lord 
iurokhy (ἰrἰ.n ḥm Ꜣḫ n.y nb=ƒ). The same is true for stela birmingham, city museum and art Gallery 134’72, 
where nebnehehabsu officiates as lector Priest (ruffle 1979, 55–6; Kitchen 1979, 72). The stela depicts the family 
members of the Priest, not of iurokhy. Yupa features on the stela (Turin, museo egizio 1465) of mahu, scribe of 
the Treasury of the ramesseum (ruffle 1979, 56–7, no. 3, pl. iii). These stelae were undoubtedly introduced into 
the tomb of iurokhy/Yupa, so that it eventually served their own cult by means of magically taking part in the diver-
sion of offerings. compare with the stela of Yamen, the lector Priest for maya and meryt (raven 1997, 146; raven 
2001, 21–2, cat. 18, frontispiece, pls 8–9b, 28); and the stela in the muzeum narodwe (national museum), War-
saw, 142294 (ex-coll. hoffman) of Peraa-erneheh, another lector Priest for maya (legrain 1894, pl. facing p. 24; 
Van Dijk 1993, 79–80, fig. 12; raven 1997; ramesside, also depicting Tyia, the daughter of seti i).
166 see: helck 1958, 376–7; 490–2; ruffle and Kitchen 1979, 55–74. stela of iurokhy, lyon, musée des beaux-
arts h 1380 (was: inv. no. 84; ex-coll. Drovetti, 1824): Kitchen 1979, 71; Étienne 2009, 281, cat. 248; stela 
Turin 1465 of the scribe of the treasury in the temple of ramesses-meryamun in the domain of re, mahu: Kitchen 
1979, 72; Étienne 2009, 281, cat. 250. 
167 statue berlin 24022 of Yupa: Wenig 1967, 95–8, pls 33–6; ruffle 1979, 59, no. 9; Kitchen 1979, 71; 
schulz 1992, i, 82; ii, pl. 6d; Étienne 2009, 278, cat. 246. both titles are seldom held by one official (Gnirs 1996, 
54).
168 statue berlin 24022: see previous note.
169 lD Text, i, 182 (erroneously mistakes the w for the m). not included in the list of ruffle and Kitchen.
170 lD Text, i, 182.
171 Gauthier 1935, 81; ruffle 1979, 59, no. 12.
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early nineteenth Dynasty officials Ptahmose,172 Khay (see above), iry-iry,173 and 
netjerwymes.174
iurokhy’s career probably started in the reign of seti i or ramesses i.175 he served as a 
Troop commander and, in the early years of ramesses ii, he became General. his appoint-
ment in the ramesseum – in the words of Kitchen a “Theban appointment” – has been ten-
tatively dated to Years 10–20.176
The career of Yupa spans most of the reign of ramesses ii. in the so-called louvre leather 
roll, dated to the king’s fifth year in office, Yupa is mentioned as one of forty members of 
the Great stable of ramesses-mery-amun (ἰḥw ꜥꜢ n.y Rꜥ.w-ms-sw-mr.y-Ἰmn.w).177 Towards 
the end of his life, Yupa is attested by an inscription at armant as he proclaims the ninth sed-
festival of ramesses ii (in Year 54).178 
Yupa, bearing the title steward of the ramesseum, is also depicted on the stela of the 
Troop commander (ḥr.y-pḏ.t), Pahemneter from sedment.179
according to Gnirs, Yupa, in addition to being the ramesseum’s steward, may have also 
exercised the offices of overseer of the Treasury and overseer of the Granary in the Theban 
memorial temple.180 The fact that a single official held these three positions in the most 
important economic institution of the living king is unusual and it would underline his high 
position at the royal court. While the two positions have indeed been held by amenemone 
(sT 101), it is questionable whether the same has been the case for Yupa. he has neither been 
explicitly named as the ramesseum’s treasurer, nor has the often used abbreviated form to 
refer to the king’s memorial temple, ḥw.t ἰty or ḥw.t nb=ƒ, been added to Yupa’s treasury-
related titles.
There are four statues known to represent Yupa. These are Krannert art museum 67-3-3,181 
berlin 24022,182 cairo cG 567,183 and cairo je 1062.184 The latter represents the lower part 
of a kneeling statue of Yupa holding a naos containing a statuette of Ptah. a memphite prov-
enance can be suggested on account of the ḥtp-dἰ-nsw formulae mentioning the memphite 
deities Ptah and sekhmet. The same provenance can be suggested for statue cairo cG 567, 
which contains inscriptions mentioning Ptah, sekhmet, osiris lord-of-rosetau, horus lord-
172 leiden, rijksmuseum van oudheden aP 51: mayor of memphis and chief steward of the temple of 
ramesses meryamun in the house of Ptah: staring 2014.
173 copenhagen, ny carlsberg Glyptotek Æin 45; ἰm.y-ḫnt n.y nb tꜢ.wy, head of chamberlains of the lord of 
the Two lands: Pm iii/2, 756: Koefoed-Petersen 1956, 58–9, no. 77, pls 78–81; martin 1987, 34, no. 84, pl. 31.
174 Zivie 2007, fig. on p. 111 (sunk relief).
175 Kitchen 1979, 72–3; Gnirs 1996, 56, 179.
176 Kitchen 1979, 72–3.
177 he is charged with the production of mud bricks. Virey 1887, 494; Kitchen, 1979, 72–3; KRI ii, 790.12–13 
(= col. ii.6), 791.1–2 (= col. ii.9).
178 mond and myers 1940, 163, pls 7.1, 87.1, 93.1, KRI ii, 396.10–11. 
179 as [chief steward of the] temple of usermaatre-setepenre in the domain of amun: Petrie and brunton 1924, 
ii, pl. 68; KRI iii, 244.8.
180 Gnirs 1996, 180.
181 ex-coll. lady meux: budge 1896, 105–8, no. 193.
182 Wenig 1967, 95–8, pls 33.1, 34–36; ruffle 1979, 59, no. 9; schulz 1992, i, 82, cat. 021; ii, pl. 6d. The 
statue was purchased by the director of the berlin museum, G. roeder, on the art market in Paris, 1943.
183 borchardt 1925, 117–18, pl. 96 (provenance unknown); Wenig 1967, pl. 33.3; ruffle 1979, 59, no. 10; 
schulz 1992, i, 176–7, cat. 086; ii, pl. 41.
184 borchardt 1934, 43–4 (provenance unknown); ruffle, 1979, 59, no. 11.
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of-the-necropolis, and osiris-sokar Who-is-in-the-shetayet. a Theban provenance has been 
proposed for block statue berlin 24022,185 which represents Yupa holding a naos with a statu-
ette of osiris lord-of-abydos. schulz already noted the remarkably comparable damage to 
Yupa’s face on statues berlin 24022 (sandstone) and cairo cG 567 (limestone).186 This obser-
vation can be used to support the hypothesis that these statues were each other’s pendants in 
Yupa’s (lost) tomb at saqqara.187 The tomb of iurokhy was also located at saqqara, and the 
stela louvre e 3143 (ex-coll. d’anastasi) of iurokhy and Yupa (also depicting their wives iwy 
and inehyt, respectively), was dedicated by the lector Priest Yupamen, who was responsible 
for the mortuary cult of both father and son.188 furthermore, the fragment of a block found in 
or near the tomb of Tia can be assigned to Yupa, as it preserves the remains of four columns 
of text, including the titles ἰm.y-rꜢ s[sm.wt], overseer of horses, and ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ, General.189
one of Yupa’s sons, hatiay, held office as chief of medjay and overseer of works on all 
monuments of his majesty, ‘erecting great pillars in the domain of amun’.190 according to 
Kitchen (1979, 73), the pillars refer to the eastern Temple at Karnak, a sanctuary dedicated 
to amun-re-horakhty and ramesses ii “Who hears Prayers”. construction work on that 
monument was supervised by bakenkhons (TT 35), the overseer of works on all monuments 
of his lord, chief steward in the house of amun, and high Priest of amun in Karnak.191
Yupa probably succeeded his father as steward in the ramesseum.192 he held the title at 
least until Year 54, which is recorded in the inscription at armant.
6. amenemone (sT 101)
see above, iV.3.4. The Year 54 date of Yupa serves as a terminus post quem for the 
appointment of amenemone in the office of steward of the ramesseum. 
7. neferrenpet
The fragment of a limestone block with decoration in sunk relief recently auctioned at 
sotheby’s, new York, is inscribed for a steward (ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w) named neferrenpet.193 The 
185 schulz 1992, i, 82.
186 schulz 1992, i, 176 n. 2. The head of statue cairo je 1062 is missing.
187 compare the position of statues cG 604 and 606 in the tomb of Khay at saqqara: Pasquali 2013, figs 10–11.
188 lenormant 1857, no. 57; Pierret 1874, 11; ruffle 1979, 57, no. 4, pl. iV.
189 martin 1997, 49 [344], pl. 101. as far as i am aware of, no other official buried at saqqara held these two 
titles. 
190 inscription on statue Krannert art museum inv. no. 67-3-3 (university of illinois): ruffle1979, 58–9, no. 8. 
The statue was previously in the lady meux collection: budge 1896, 140–3, pl. 16. The statue’s provenance is 
unknown, but on account of the shrine surmounted by a ram’s head, and the title festival conductor of amun held 
by Yupa, Thebes is likely. for other chiefs of medjay involved in the construction works of monuments of 
ramesses ii, see: staring 2015. on statue berlin 24022 of Yupa (also mentioning iurokhy), his son hatiay bears 
the title chief of medjay.
191 bakenkhons and Yupa are mentioned together in P. anastasi Vi, 80 (helck 1958, 491, no. 29.3; Gardiner 
1937,  78.6–7; caminos 1954, 297). another prominent official mentioned in the same line, is the mayor of Thebes 
haunefer (cf. helck 1958, 528: second half ramesses ii to merenptah, Year 2).
192 cf. helck 1958, 376; Gnirs 1996, 178 n. 1169.
193 see: <http://www.sothebys.com/en/auctions/ecatalogue/2014/antiquities-n09236/lot.3.html> accessed 23.5.2015. 
The block measures 45 × 38 cm, and was auctioned on 12.12.2014. The relief-block derives from a private collec-
tion in austria, and was acquired in egypt between 1926 and 1936 with the assistance and advice of the collector’s 
friends, ludwig borchardt and ernst herzfeld. i owe this reference to Dr robert Demarée.
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fragment represents the lower left corner of what is presumably a stela. it depicts neferrenpet 
kneeling in adoration. The style of the relief suggests an advanced date in the reign of 
ramesses ii. The remains of two incised columns of text are preserved in front of the kneel-
ing figure. The second column ends with the owner’s title and name. Due to a lack of space, 
the inscription was continued in front of and behind neferrenpet’s head: ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-
stp.n.-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w. This may be understood as a continuation of the title, which thus 
reads: steward [in/of] the ramesseum. amun is written with the sign of a seated anthropo-
morphic deity.194 The remains of two lines of text are preserved above the representation of 
neferrenpet. The lower line gives the name of the king: nsw.t-bἰ.ty nb tꜢ.wy (Rꜥ///, King 
of upper and lower egypt, lord of the Two lands, ra-///, undoubtedly ramesses (ii).
although the style (especially the voluminous sash kilt and the thin arms) point to a date 
late in the reign of ramesses ii, it is not clear whether neferrenpet should be positioned 
before or after amenemone.
one may note that the son of nahuher was also named neferrenpet, and it cannot 
be excluded that the latter followed in the footsteps of his father. if nahuher is indeed to be identi-
fied as the half-brother of maya, and if he officiated early during the reign of ramesses ii, nefer-
renpet cannot have succeeded his father directly. note that the identification of the two men based 
solely on their name is not without problems, as the name neferrenpet occurs very often.
8. nebsumenu (TT 183)
leblanc includes nebsumenu, the owner of TT 183 in Khokha, in his overview of stewards 
of the ramesseum even though the title has not been preserved entirely. The incomplete title 
reads: ‘steward in the house of usermaatre-setepenre ///’.195 nebsumenu held a number of 
elevated titles, including (chief) steward of the lTl in the southern city (i.e. Thebes), chief 
overseer of the Treasury of the lTl in Thebes, and overseer of the Treasury of amun(-re).
The wife of nebsumenu was baket-mut, the lady of the house and songstress of amun 
(in the southern city). nebsumenu was the son of Paser, mayor of the southern city.196 his 
brother, haunefer, who also features in his brother’s tomb, succeeded Paser as mayor of the 
southern city, and he served as steward in the Temple of King Djeserkare (amenhotep i).197 
another official mentioned in the tomb of nebsumenu is bakenkhons, the high Priest of 
amun.198 These networks and family connections firmly position this official late in the reign 
of ramesses ii.
194 for a parallel writing, see the graffito of Djehuty-her-hesef, the sš n.y nsw.t m tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w 
m pr.w Ἰmn.w (scribe of the King in the ramesseum), in the sanctuary of sekhmet-of-sahure at abusir: borchardt 
1910, 124, fig. 170. in the writing of the name amenemone (saqqara sT 101, see above), the element for amun is 
sometimes written withe the seated deity. see: Gohary 1991, pls 51 (djed pillar, north, south and east sides), 52 (djed 
pillar, east side), 53 (djed pillar, north side), 54 (djed pillar, south side), 57(panel 3), and 59 (panel 6).
195 leblanc 2012, 23, 84 n. 6. see: Pm i:1, 289–90; KRI iii, 182–5; seyfried 1999, 9–12; hofmann 2004, 
41–4; assmann 2003, 42–5. nebsumenu is also mentioned in the tomb of the Prophet of amenhotep i, Panehsy (TT 
16): KRI iii, 398.13: “steward nebsumenu of the city (i.e. Thebes)”.
196 cf. helck 1958, 425.
197 helck 1977, col. 1054; helck 1958, 425–7 (with further references). haunefer is mentioned in P. anastasi Vi 
6,9, alongside the high Priest of amun, bakenkhons (TT 35), and the chief steward Yupa (Gardiner 1937, 78.7; 
helck 1958, 425: dated around Year 45 of ramesses ii). his tomb is likewise located at Thebes (unnumbered): 
fakhry 1936, 126–9.
198 hofmann 2004, 42. bakenkhons is the owner of TT 35 and he is depicted in TT 183 of nebsumenu. see also 
n. 191, supra. bakenkhons was in office as high Priest of amun prior to Year 46 (P. berlin 3047: helck 1963, 
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9. nedjem
nedjem was the last steward of the ramesseum to serve during that King’s reign, and he 
served well into the reign of merenptah.199 objects pertaining to nedjem were found at 
saqqqara, memphis, heliopolis, and abydos.
saqqara
four alabaster canopic jars bearing the name of nedjem were found at saqqara in Decem-
ber 1859 (cairo cG 4161–64).200 jars cG 4161 and 4164 are inscribed with the title ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.w; cG 4162 with sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ ἰm.y-rꜢ šnw.ty n.y Šmꜥ.w TꜢ-mḥ.w; and cG 4163 with 
sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ ἰm.y-rꜢ šnw.ty n.y nb tꜢ.wy.201
four shabtis (cairo cG 47188 and cG 47209–11) may have been found with the canopic 
jars.202 on a shabti of unknown provenance (london, ucl), nedjem bears the title of chief 
steward of the lTl.203 a sixth shabti was found during the recent excavations of the leiden 
mission in the tomb of the royal butler Ptahemwia, and it identifies him as royal scribe and 
steward.204
a limestone abacus inscribed for the royal scribe and steward nedjem was found by the 
leiden mission at saqqara in 2003.205 it was reused in a secondary drystone wall around shaft 
2003/17, located north of the tomb of mery-neith.206 The peculiar orthography of the title
, with the phonetic complement r, is similar to that observed on the objects from abydos 
(see below).
a stela of unknown provenance inscribed for nedjem (cairo cG 34508) may derive from 
saqqara.207 The stela is hitherto unpublished and only a transcription of the text is given by 
Kitchen.208 The scene in the upper register depicts ramesses ii offering to amun-re; the 
lower register depicts nedjem (as sš nsw ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w) kneeling in an adoring pose. he is 
described as the son of the royal scribe amenemope.209
65–73; haring 2013, 634), and he may have served until Year 66 (bierbrier 1972, 303). he was succeeded by his 
brother romaroy.
199 Pm iii/2, 771, 838, 861; helck 1958, 378–80; KRI iii, 199–202; bohleke 1991, 374–85.
200 reisner 1967, 116–20, pl. 24. lids of a human head, baboon, jackal and hawk.
201 siese (iii) was also overseer of the Double Granary of upper and lower egypt late in the reign of ramesses 
ii to merenptah. his tomb is located at asyut: Kahl 2007, 134–5, pl. 13; bohleke 1991, 356–68; KRI iii, 151–4; 
KRI iV, 100–1). other objects pertaining to this man: statue mma 17.2.5; naophorous statue louvre a.73; wooden 
statue, brooklyn museum 47.120.2; standard-bearer statue Vienna Äs 34; relief fragment (Kamal bey 1916, 79); 
anthropoid sarcophagus, berlin 1/72 (settgast 1972, 245–8); and two shabtis (Kamal bey 1916, 73, 79). on a 
wooden statue from asyut he holds the title sš nsw ἰm.y-rꜢ šnw.ty m t[Ꜣ] ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w 
Ἰmn.w, and on statue Vienna Äs 34 he holds the same title in the temple of merenptah in the house of amun.
202 newberry 1937–57, 88–9, pl. 35; 97–8, pls 19–21. The je numbers 5497 (cG 47209) and 6498 (cG 47210) 
indicate the shabtis entered the bulaq museum in 1859 and in 1860, respectively (see bothmer 1972–4, 114).
203 Petrie 1935, 14, no. 232, pls 19, 35.
204 raven et al., forthcoming, cat. 67 (saK 2007-016).
205 raven and Van Walsem 2014, cat. 163 (sak. 2003-72).
206 see raven et al. 2003–4, 7, fig. 1.
207 Pm iii/2, 861 (excav. no. 3201); KRI iii, 201 [5]. according to raue (1999, 224), this is the same stela as 
the one listed in Pm iii/2, 861 (“location unknown, possibly in cairo museum”): the upper part of a stela found in 
the Palace area at memphis (Kom el-Qal’a), excav. no. 3201 (the university museum of the university of Penn-
sylvania archaeological mission led by clarence fisher, 1958–62).
208 KRI iii, 201 [5].
209 note that a shabti (cairo cG 47240) of a man named amenemope (no titles) was found at saqqara in 1858: 
newberry 1937–57, 112.
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heliopolis
on the sandstone block statue of nedjem (cairo cG 1220), holding a naos with a statuette 
of osiris, he bears the titles sš nsw, ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr n.y tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-MꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m 
pr.w Ἰmn.w, ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr n.y nb tꜢ.wy, and the honorific epithet ḥs.y ꜥꜢ n.y nṯr nƒr.210 
according to raue, the statue belongs to a small group of ‘auswärtigen Personen’ who are 
otherwise unrelated to heliopolis.211
memphis
a block statue now in the memphis state university collection, inv. no. 1981.1.20, repre-
sents nedjem with a statuette of Ptah-Tatenen.212 according to maspero, the statue was found by 
mariette during excavations in the temple of Ptah at memphis during the years 1871, 1872 and 
1875.213 before it was taken to the bulaq museum, the statue was stored for some time in a cabin 
located in the garden at memphis.214 The inscription on the back pillar lists his titles as: sš nsw, 
ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr, wpw.ty nsw.t r ḫꜢs[.wt] nb[.wt],215 and ἰm.y-rꜢ šnw.ty n.y pꜢ rwḏ ἰmn.ty.216
abydos
a dyad fragment found by Petrie at abydos (present location unknown)217 bears the titles 
sš nsw and ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w n.y t[Ꜣ] ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w. an extra-
sepulchral shabti also derives from abydos (cairo cG 47162).218
unknown provenance
a small amulet in the shape of a rectangular plaque, now held in the Petrie museum (uc 
12803), bears an inscription on the obverse: ‘royal scribe, chief steward, royal envoy to 
every foreign land, nedjem, true of voice’.219 The reverse depicts nedjem standing with his 
arms raised in adoration before the lion-headed goddess sekhmet.
Three more stewards of the ramesseum served probably directly after the reign of 
ramesses ii.
1. The steward hori is attested by two hieratic jar dockets from Deir el-medina. The docu-
ments record wine deliveries in “Year 6”: r-ḫt ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w Ḥrἰ n.y tꜢ ḥw.t n.yt ḥḥ.w m 
210 borchardt 1934, 114–15 (as “matarije”); KRI iii, 199–200 (as memphis); schulz 1992, i, 238–9; ii, 
pl. 53a–b; see also raue 1999, 223–4 (Journal d’Entrée: as “matariya”, i.e. heliopolis).
211 indeed, the texts make no reference to heliopolitan deities.
212 memphis (Tennessee); formerly museum of fine arts, boston 29.730: Dunham 1935, 150–1, pl. 19.
213 mariette 1872, 7, pl. 27f; jeffreys 2010, 184–5 (1858–63, and 1871–5); Pm iii/2, 838. note, however, that 
alice lieder, the wife of the reverend johann rudolph Theophilus lieder (1798-1865), produced squeezes of a 
selection of the texts inscribed on this statue during a visit to memphis in may 1853: málek 1986, 108, no. 7 
(lieder squeezes 16. 6a, b).
214 Dunham (1935, 150) reconstructs a different itinerary for the statue. he indicates the statue was bought from 
a private owner by the museum of fine arts in boston (1929), and that, according to the owner’s personal notes, 
the statue was acquired in alexandria by an american ship’s captain at the time of the american civil War, 
1861–5.
215 for this title, see: Valloggia 1976, 147.
216 mariette 1872, pl. 27f; Dunham 1935, pl. xix.1; KRI iii, 200–1; bohleke 1991, 374–5.
217 Petrie 1903, 36, pls 35.2, 38.
218 newberry 1937–57, 79, pl. 35.
219 Petrie 1917, xliii, no. 154; KRI iii, 200.13; Petrie museum collection online: <http://petriecat.museums.ucl.
ac.uk/detail.aspx?parentpriref=#> accessed 6.2.2015.
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rnp.wt nsw.t-bἰ.ty Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w ꜥnḫ.w wḏꜢ.w snb.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w.220 
although the inscription contains a date (Year 6), the name of the king is not mentioned. 
ullmann (2002, 249) notes that the ramesseum is not mentioned as the owner of the 
vineyard, but rather as the institution the officer in charge of the delivery belongs to. The 
vineyard would have belonged to a cult statue of the king.221
2. The steward Khaemty is attested by a graffito left in the temple of Thutmose iii at Deir 
el-bahri. The text is fragmentarily preserved and reads: sš nsw ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w /// ḫꜥ-m-tἰ[r] 
/// nsw-bἰ.ty Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w ꜥ.w.s ///.222 in the absence of any additional docu-
mentation, it is uncertain where this official should be positioned in the succession of 
stewards, if indeed the title refers to the ramesseum.
3. The steward Pashedu is represented by a fragmentarily preserved block statue found at 
edfu.223 his titles include: sš nsw; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w n.y tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w; 
ἰm.y-rꜢ ꜥḥꜥ.w m TꜢ-Šmꜥ.w; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w m TꜢ-mḥ.w. curiously, the element “in the house 
of the God x” is not added to the title mentioning the king’s memorial temple. The fact 
it is written with ramesses ii’s prenomen could indicate that the Theban ramesseum is 
meant. The statue has been roughly dated to the ramesside Period.
V. Discussion and conclusion
over the years, scholars have been uneasy with the presence of the ramesseum’s high 
officials in the memphite necropolis. as he described the objects taken from the tomb of 
Khay, mariette remarked that while the name and office of this man pointed to a Theban 
provenance, for ‘reasons unknown’ he had his tomb at memphis.224 myśliwiec, who pub-
lished Ptahemwia’s pyramidion (cairo cG 17109), argued that the official, who ‘held office 
at Thebes’, must have originated from memphis ‘since he chose to be buried near his home-
town’.225 he further noted that ‘the custom of entrusting a native of memphis with a high 
office in Thebes appears to be quite common during the ramesside Period’ (mentioning Tia 
as a further example). more recently, Van Dijk cited the presence of the high officials of the 
ramesseum in the memphite necropolis to argue against the supposed connection between 
the residence city and the prominence of its necropolis: ‘… unless one wants to assume that 
these officials had their offices in memphis where they spent their lives signing documents 
and cutting through “red tape” while leaving the actual administration to their Theban subor-
dinates, the presence of their tombs at saqqâra is difficult to explain if a connection between 
the residence226 and the burial-ground of the high officials working in that residence is 
retained’.227 These observations lead us back to the main aim of this paper: to present a pros-
opography of the memphite officials who held office at the ramesseum, and to address the 
question why these officials were buried not in the Theban necropolis, but at memphis.
220 Koenig 1980, ii, pl. 33 (nos 6291, 6293); KRI Vii, 53–4; ullmann 2002, 349–50.
221 ullmann 2002, 349–50; Kitchen 1992, 116.
222 marciniak 1974, 140, no. 106, pl. 74.4; KRI iii, 365.15.
223 farout 2007, 71–6.
224 note, however, that the name of his wife – ‘resident of memphis’ – could hardly have been more 
“memphite”.
225 myśliwiec 1978, 145.
226 Which, as Van Dijk points out, would have been the Delta capital at Pi-ramesse.
227 Van Dijk 1988, 39.
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at first sight, one would indeed expect to find the tombs of the high officials of the Theban 
ramesseum at Thebes. it was supposedly the place where they exercised their authority. 
indeed, during the eighteenth Dynasty, officials with similar responsibilities were buried 
at Thebes, while those associated with the memphite memorial temples built their tombs at 
saqqara. Van Dijk (1988) argued that the leading officials of the post-amarna Period choose 
the memphite necropolis as the location for their tombs because it was the sacred abode of 
Ptah-sokar-osiris (the memphite deity who came to play a prominent role in the mortu-
ary cult), and because memphis was egypt’s administrative capital since the reign of 
 Thutmose iii. from a preliminary study of prosopographical data from the reigns of ahmose i 
to horemheb, martin (2000, 119) concluded that the high administrators, at least from the 
reign of Thutmose iii onwards (but possibly even earlier), appear to have held office at mem-
phis.228 The officials of the ramesseum will have similarly held office at memphis because it 
was the administrative capital of egypt.
Van Dijk rightly questioned the direct connection between the residence city and the appro-
priation of its necropolis by the officials who were resident in that city. unfortunately we lack 
the administrative documents to confirm the presence of the ramesseum’s officials at mem-
phis during their lifetimes. The available documents at Thebes, however, indicate that they 
did not hold office there. almost without exception, the tombs of the ramesseum’s officials 
were constructed at saqqara – more specifically in the area south of the unas causeway. after 
the reign of ramesses ii, when resources of the memorial temple were reallocated, holders of 
the same titles started to construct their tombs at Thebes. This trend suggests that the chief 
officials of the living king’s most important memorial temple, an institution of great eco-
nomic significance, held office in egypt’s administrative centre.229 one of the titles held by 
Ptahemwia suggests that he held office ‘at White Wall’.230 
The high officials of the ramesseum are the first and only administrators of a Theban royal 
memorial temple who held office at memphis, and who constructed their tombs at saqqara. 
how could this be explained? The prosopographical study indicated that the overseers of 
cattle of the ramesseum were drawn from the ranks of the memphite cattle administration 
that was part of the state Treasury. The ramesseum’s first Treasurer was the king’s brother-
in-law who would become the overseer of that institution. This organisation of the temple’s 
management, as far as it can be inferred from the officials’ titles, may suggest that those in 
charge were held close to the residence perhaps to secure the flow of financial resources 
towards the king’s memorial temple. The endowment text regarding the construction of the 
memphite memorial temple of amenhotep iii, inscribed on the statue of the chief steward of 
228 martin (2000, 101) defines the main residence city or capital as ‘the place where the king and his courtiers 
and chief officials made their more-or-less permanent headquarters, necessitating an extensive complex of palaces, 
administrative buildings, storehouses and the like’.
229 evidence from the ramesside Delta residence indicates that some other high-ranking individuals had at least 
a temporary residence at Pi-ramesse. Ptahmay, who held office as steward in the temple of millions of years of 
ramesses ii in the house of re (in heliopolis), is attested by a limestone doorjamb from Qantir/Pi-ramesse (cairo 
je 64730: hamza 1930, 37–8; KRI iii, 443.4–7; raue 1999, 193). The Vizier of the south, Paser, whose tomb was 
constructed at Thebes (TT 106), is also attested by a lintel fragment from Qantir (raedler 2009, 138–9, fig. 5). 
unfortunately, we have no comparable sources from the residential quarters of the city of memphis.
230 The choice for Ἰnb-ḥḏ, instead of Mn-nƒr or ḥw.t-kꜢ-Ptḥ, will have been a deliberate one. all three toponyms 
refer to mempis. White Walls, however, originally designated the fortified residence of egypt’s early kings, while 
mennefer appears to be commonly used to refer to the residential quarters and hutkaptah denotes the temple 
grounds.
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memphis, amenhotep huy,231 indicates that the late eighteenth Dynasty royal memorial tem-
ples at memphis were administratively attached to the temple of Ptah.232 The same situation 
existed at Thebes, where the memorial temples were administratively attached to the temple 
of amun. from the ramesside period onward, the memorial temples of Western Thebes were 
largely self-sufficient economic units, which had administrative and economic ties with other 
temples and with government departments.233 The fact that the Theban memorial temples 
were said to be m pr.w Ἰmn.w, ‘in the house of amun’, points to a religious dependence rather 
than one of administrative nature.234 While the overseers of the resources of the Theban 
memorial temples exercised their authority from a distance (at memphis), and limited them-
selves to inspection visits to Thebes, their local representatives, deputies, attendants, and 
scribes, saw to the institutions’ day-to-day affairs. They were resident at Thebes and built 
their (rock cut) tombs there. The main authority on site would have been the Sem Priest, the 
memorial temple’s high Priest.235
The rationale behind the presence of the officials’ tombs at saqqara during the early rames-
side Period may be further explained by the notion of memphis as the royal city par excel-
lence. redford (1986, 297) notes that in the period beginning with ramesses ii, ‘the domi-
nance of memphis in the life and thinking of the egyptian state can be amply demonstrated’. 
more than “just” being the administrative capital, memphis was also the place where king-
ship resided. in the words of snape (2011, 468; following redford 1986, 297–8), it was ‘the 
royal city in terms of establishing a king, through mechanisms such as the coronation, the 
importance of the apis, and the increasingly important role of the priesthood of Ptah’. The 
area of the memphite necropolis at saqqara south of the unas causeway contains not only 
tombs constructed for the high officials of ramesses ii’s Theban memorial temple; the area 
also includes the tombs of Ptahmose, nebnefer and mahu (see fig. 1), the chief stewards of 
his memphite memorial temple called tꜢ ḥw.t Rꜥ.w-ms-s(w) mr.y-Ἰmn.w m pr.w Ptḥ, ‘the tem-
ple of ramesses meryamun in the house of Ptah’.236 The king’s fourth son, Khaemwaset, the 
high Priest of Ptah, officiated as the temple’s high Priest, and his tomb may have been 
located south of the unas causeway as well. The tomb of the official responsible for the con-
struction of the temple ‘ramesses ii “united with maat of Ptah”’, amenhotep huy, the 
mayor of memphis, probably constructed his tomb in the same area.237 Thus, the necropolis 
south of the unas causeway was clearly composed of a large number of tombs built for offi-
cials who were closely associated with the royal court and who held offices in the service of 
the living king’s memorial temples. Their tombs were constructed in visual connection to the 
royal temples onstructed at the foot of the escarpment.238 The area south of the unas cause-
way further contained the private tomb of the Generalissimo horemheb. During the early 
ramesside Period, the tomb served de facto as the memorial temple of the founder of the 
231 oxford, ashmolean museum 1913.163: Pm iii/2, 836; Urk. iV, 1793–1801.
232 This is indicated by the term ḥr sḏƒꜢ, ‘on the provision of’: haring 1997, 169, 390.
233 haring 1997, 389.
234 ullmann 2002, 655–6; haring 2013, 613–17 (with references to earlier discussion on the subject). 
235 on the Sem Priest, see: haring 1997, 214–20.
236 staring 2015. Ptahmose was also responsible for the large-scale construction works at memphis.
237 Pm iii/2, 770, 847.
238 The chief steward of memphis, amenhotep huy, described the location of amenhotep iii’s memorial tem-
ple: ‘… in the cultivated/inundated land west of Hutkaptah, upon the bank/foreshore of Ankh-tawy’ (statue oxford, 
ashmolean museum 1913.163: Urk, iV, 1793–1801).
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ramesside Dynasty. seti i and ramesses ii widely promoted the cults of their deceased 
fathers and the royal ancestors in order to reinforce their own legitimacy.239 at the same time, 
the temple of Ptah was largely expanded, and the memphite necropolis witnessed major 
building activities as well, including the construction of the petits souterains of the serapeum. 
snape (2011, 465) argued that the activities that reshaped the monumental landscape in the 
early ramesside period were motivated by contemporary views of the past, and especially 
those views stressing the projection of aspects of kingship.240 it were those views that also 
shaped the new Kingdom necropolis at saqqara south of the unas causeway during the early 
nineteenth Dynasty.
table 2. – Overseers of cattle of Amun: Memphis
no. name Title(s) Date Tomb
1 ḤꜢ.t-ἰꜢy [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w ˹n.w Ἰmn.w˺ mid-D.18, a. iii saqqara, lost
2 ἸnἰwἰꜢ [A] ἰr.y-pꜥ.t ḥꜢ.ty-ꜥ.w ; mr.t n.y nb tꜢ.wy ; sḏꜢw.
ty bἰ.ty [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr ; 
ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w m/n.y Mn-nƒr; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w 
Ἰmn.w [C] sš nsw ; sš nsw mꜢꜥ ; sš nsw mꜢꜥ 
mr.y=ƒ ; sš pr.w-ḥḏ n ḥḏ-nbw n.y nb tꜢ.wy 
late a.iV/akh–Tut. saqqara
3 PꜢy [A] ἰr.y-pꜥ.t ḥꜢ.ty-ꜥ.w ; smr wꜥ.ty ; sḏꜢw.ty-bἰ.ty 
[B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰp.t-nsw (n.y nb tꜢ.wy) ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
ἰp.t-nsw n.y Mn-nƒr ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰp.t-nsw n.y tꜢ 
ḥm.t-nsw (m kꜢ.t nb.t n.y ḥm=ƒ) ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
ἰp.t-nsw m grg-WꜢs.t ; ἰm.y-rꜢ nƒr.wt n.t nb tꜢ.
wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w (n.w Ἰmn.w-Rꜥ.w) ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.w n.y nsw [C] sš nsw (mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ) [D] 
ἰm.y-rꜢ kꜢ.t n mn.w nb n.y ḥm=ƒ
Tut.-early hor. saqqara, ls 28
4 Ḏḥw.ty [A] ḥs.y n.y nb=ƒ [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w 
[C] sš
early hor. to late hor./
seti i
saqqara, lost
5 Mn.w-ms [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w late D.18 to early D.19, 
temp. seti i 
saqqara, lost
6 PyἰꜢy [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w [C] sš nsw pr.w-ḥḏ n.y nb 
tꜢ.wy
late D.18 to early D.19 saqqara, lost
7 Ἰwy [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w early D.19 saqqara, lost
8 Ptḥ-ms [A] ḥs.y ꜥꜢ n.y nṯr nƒr ; mrr.t(y) n.y nb tꜢ.wy 
[B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w [C] 
sš nsw /// nb tꜢ.wy ; sš nsw pr.wy-ḥḏ
early D.19 saqqara, lost
9 Mry.ty [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr n.w Ἰmn.w early D.19, seti i Probably memphite
239 ling 1992, 59–66.
240 by means of king-lists, the cult of the royal ancestors was incorporated into the private mortuary cult of the 
deceased (Van Dijk 1993, 202). The tomb of Tia also appears to have had a king-list. The fragment of a block with 
the representations and cartouches of ahmose i and amenhotep i was found in the courtyard of the neighbouring 
tomb of maya (martin 2012, 57 [37], pl. 67). 
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10 TἰꜢ [A] ἰr.y-pꜥ.t ḥꜢ.ty-ꜥ.w ; wꜥ ἰḳr mty mꜢꜥ ; mrr.w 
n.y nb tꜢ.wy (ḥr bἰt=ƒ/ḥr sḫrw=ƒ) ; ḥn.y tp.y 
n.y ḥm=ƒ ; ḥs.y ꜥꜢ n.y nṯr nƒr ; ṯꜢy-ḫw ḥr 
wnm.y n.y nsw [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w 
wr ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr n.y Ἰmn.w-Rꜥ.w nsw 
nṯr.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.wy n.y ḥḏ-nbw ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w n.y 
Ἰmn.w n.y Rꜥ.w-ms-sw-mr.y-Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.w n.y nb tꜢ.wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.w-ḥḏ m tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w m pr.w 
Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ n.y nb-tꜢ.wy [C] sš 
nsw ; sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ [E] [ḥm-nṯr tp.y] n.y 
Ἰmn.w n.y Rꜥ.w-ms-sw-mr.y-Ἰmn.w ; /// [ n.y 
Rꜥ.w]-ms-sw-mr.y-Ἰmn.w-m-wἰꜢ
seti i – second decade r.
ii
saqqara, south of unas 
causeway
11 Ptḥ-m-wἰꜢ [A] ἰr.y-pꜥ.t ; smr wꜥ.ty ; sḏꜢw.ty-bἰ.ty [B] 
ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr m tꜢ ḥw.t 
Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w ; 
ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w m t[Ꜣ] ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-  
stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w 
nb tꜢ.wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ nbw n.y tꜢ ḥw.t n.yt 
ḥḥ.w rnp.wt n(.y) nsw.t bἰ.ty Wsr-mꜢ
ꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w m ἰnb-ḥḏ [C] 
sš nsw ; sš nsw ḥtp.w-nṯr n.y nṯr.w nb.w Šmꜥ.w 
TꜢ-mḥw 
r.ii, second to third 
decade
saqqara, lost
12 PꜢ-Rꜥ.w-m-ḥb [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr n.w Ἰmn.w ; 
ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w n.y tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢ
ꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w
r.ii, second half 
/ D.19–20?
saqqara, lost
legend: [a] related to the king, royal court, and government (incl. honorific); [b] General 
administration; [c] scribal; [D] Public works, crafts; [e] sacerdotal; [f] military. 
table 3. – Overseers of Cattle in/of the Ramesseum
Name Title(s) Date Tomb
Ptḥ-m-wἰꜢ [A] ἰr.y-pꜥ.t ; smr wꜥ.ty ; sḏꜢw.ty-bἰ.ty [B] ἰm.y-
rꜢ ἰḥ.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr m tꜢ 
ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w ; 
ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w m t[Ꜣ] ḥw.t wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-
Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.y nb  
tꜢ.wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ nbw n.y tꜢ ḥw.t n(.y)t  
ḥḥ.w rnp.wt n(.y) nsw.t bἰ.ty Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-
stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w m ἰnb-ḥḏ [C] sš nsw ; 
sš nsw ḥtp.w-nṯr n.y nṯr.w nb.w ; sš nsw ḥtp.w-
nṯr n.y nṯr.w nb.w Šmꜥ.w TꜢ-mḥw
r.ii, early – third decade saqqara, lost
Mr.y-Ptḥ [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-
stp.n-Rꜥ.w [C] sš nsw tꜢ šꜥ.t n pr.w-ꜥꜢ ꜥ.w.s
r.ii, early second half unknown (abydos/
saqqara?)
BꜢk-n-Ἰmn [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ(.w) n(.w) t[Ꜣ] ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-
Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w
r. ii, second half unknown (Thebes/
saqqara?)
PꜢ-Rꜥ.w-m-ḥb [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w wr n.w Ἰmn.w ; 
ἰm.y-rꜢ ἰḥ.w n.w Ἰmn.w n.y tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-
Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w
r.ii, late saqqara, lost
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table 4. – Overseers of the Treasury in/of the Ramesseum
Name Title(s) Date Tomb
TἰꜢ [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ m tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜥ.t- 
Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w [nsw nṯr.w] 
(more titles: see Table 2)
r.ii, early – third decade saqqara
Ptḥ-m-wἰꜢ [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ nbw n.y tꜢ ḥw.t n.yt ḥḥ.w 
m rnp.wt n.y nsw.t bἰ.ty Wsr-mꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w- 
stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w m ἰnb-ḥḏ (more 
titles: see Table 2)
r.ii, third decade saqqara, lost
Ḫꜥy [A] ḥsy ꜥꜢ n.y nṯr nƒr [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ ; 
ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ m ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w- 
stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ n.y 
tꜢ ḥw.t n.t ḥḥ.w m rnp.wt n.y nsw.t bἰ.ty 
Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w [C] 
sš nsw ; sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ
r.ii, second half saqqara, lost
Ἰmn-m-ἰn.t [A] Ꜣḫ n.y nb=ƒ ; ἰr.y-pꜥ.t ḥꜢ.ty-ꜥ.w ; ἰr.y rd.wy 
n.y nb tꜢ.wy ; ἰr(ἰ).w ḏd=ƒ ; ἰr.ty n.y nsw ; 
wꜥ.ty ; nn r=ƒ ; rdἰ n ḫƒt ḥr wp(.wty)-nsw r tꜢ 
nb ; ḥs.y ꜥꜢ n.y nb tꜢ-ḏsr ; šms.w ḥr wꜢ.t=ƒ ; 
ṯꜢy-ḫw ḥr wnm.y n.y nsw ; /// nsw m tꜢ r ḏr=ƒ 
[B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.w (wr) [m] tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w 
m pr.w Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.w-ḥḏ n.y nb tꜢ-wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ n.y 
Šmꜥ.w TꜢ-mḥ.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ pꜢ /// pr.w 
Rꜥ.w-ms-sw Mry-Ἰmn.w ḥr.y-ἰb wꜢ.t ἰmn.tyt 
WꜢs.t ; wḥm.w-nsw n.y nb=ƒ ; šms.w n.y 
ḥm=ƒ ḥr ḫꜢs.t nb.t [C] sš nsw ; sš nsw ḥs.y n.y 
ḥm=ƒ ; sš nsw šꜥ.t n(.yt) nb tꜢ.wy ; sš šꜥ.t n(.yt) 
nb tꜢ.wy ; Ḏḥw.ty šꜥ.t n(.yt) nb tꜢ.wy [D] 
ἰm.y-rꜢ kꜢ.t m pr.w /// 
r.ii, fourth – fifth decade saqqara, sT 101
H̱nm-m-ḥb [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ [n.y] tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t- 
Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.w-ḥḏ m ḥw.t-nsw ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w-ḥḏ n.y nb 
tꜢ.wy (m ḥw.t=ƒ) [C] sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ [F] 
ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ n.y nb tꜢ.wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ n.y nb tꜢ.
wy m ꜥḥ.t=ƒ
r.ii, late Thebes, TT 26
table 5. – (Chief) Stewards in/of the Ramesseum
No. Name Title(s) Date Tomb
1 Rꜥ-ms-sw-
nḫt
[B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w m t[Ꜣ] ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-
stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w ḥr ἰmnt.t WꜢs.t [C] sš 
nsw [F] ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ ; ṯsw pḏ.t 
r.ii, early saqqara, lost
2 NꜢ-ḥw-ḥr [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w 
wr m [tꜢ] ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m 
pr.w Ἰmn.w [C] sš nsw
r.ii, early saqqara(?)
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3 Ḥr-m-ḥb [A] (ἰ)r(.y)-pꜥ(.t) ḥꜢ.ty-ꜥ.w ; wr m hꜢ.t rḫ.y[t] ; 
smr wꜥ.ty ; sḏꜢw.ty bἰ.ty ; ṯꜢy-ḫw ḥr wnm.y n.y 
nsw ; [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr n.y nb 
tꜢ.wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w n.y nb tꜢ.wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w 
n.y tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w 
Ἰmn.w [C] sš nsw ; sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ
r.ii, first decade saqqara, lost
4 Ἰwrḫy [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w 
m ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w [m] pr.w 
Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w n.y nb tꜢ.wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w 
n.y ḥw.t Ἰmn.w [C] sš nsw ; sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ 
[F] ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ wr ; ḥr.y-pḏ.t n.y nb tꜢ.wy 
r.ii, first – second decade saqqara, ls 25 (lost)
5 YwpꜢ [A] ḥs.y n.y nṯr nƒr [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.wy-ḥḏ ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr 
n.y nb tꜢ.wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr m tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢ
ꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ šnw.
ty [C] sš nsw ; sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr(.y)=ƒ [D] ἰm.y-
rꜢ kꜢ.t ; ἰm.y-rꜢ kꜢ.t m mnw nb n.y ḥm=ƒ [E] 
sšm.w-ḥb n.y Ἰmn.w ; sšm.w-ḥb n.y Ἰmn.w-Rꜥ.w 
[F] ἰm.y-rꜢ mšꜥ ; ἰm.y-rꜢ ssm.wt n(.yt) nb tꜢ.wy
rii, third – sixth decade 
(Year 54?)
saqqara, lost
6 Ἰmn-m-ἰn.t [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w 
(wr) [m] tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w m 
pr.w Ἰmn.w (more titles: see Table 4)
r.ii, sixth decade saqqara, sT 101
7 Nƒr-rnp.t [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w [m/n.y] ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-
stp.n-Rꜥ.w m pr.w Ἰmn.w
r.ii, late unknown
8 Nb-sw-mnw [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.wy-ḥḏ n.y Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w 
wr n.y WꜢs.t ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr n.y nb tꜢ.wy ; 
ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr n.y nb tꜢ.wy m nἰw.t rsy.t ; ἰm.y-
rꜢ pr.w m [tꜢ ḥw.t] Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w 
/// ; /// pr.w Rꜥ.w-ms-sw-mr.y-Ἰmn.w ḥr ḥr 
Ἰmn.w [C] sš nsw ; sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ ; sš nsw 
mḏꜢ.t-nṯr m pr.w ꜥnḫ [E] sšm.w-ḥb n.y Ἰmn.w ; 
sšm.w-ḥb n.y nb.w WꜢs.t
r. ii, late Khokha, TT 183
9 Nḏm [A] ḥs.y ꜥꜢ n.y nṯr nƒr [B] ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.w wr ; ἰm.y-rꜢ pr.w wr n.y nb tꜢ.wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ 
pr.w wr n.y tꜢ ḥw.t Wsr-mꜢꜥ.t-Rꜥ.w-stp.n-Rꜥ.w 
m pr.w Ἰmn.w ; ἰm.y-rꜢ šnw.ty n pꜢ rwḏ ἰmn.
ty ; ἰm.y-rꜢ šnw.ty n.y nb tꜢ.wy ; ἰm.y-rꜢ šnw.ty 
n Šmꜥ.w TꜢ-mḥ.w ; wpw.ty nsw r ḫꜢs[.wt] nb[.
wt] [C] sš nsw ; sš nsw mꜢꜥ mr.y=ƒ
r. ii, late to merenptah saqqara, lost
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